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CHAPTER - I 
CHAPTER - 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Work is a most necessary activity one has to 
perform. It does not bring merely economic rewards to 
individuals but also satisfies their numerous psycho-
social needs. Tl"re need to work is evident from the 
very appearance of human beings on earth. They strived 
for their basic needs—like food, shelter, and 
clothing—to be fulfilled. 
The notion that work: gets the needs fulfilled or 
needs compel people to work, may be the most likely 
force behind human motivation. Anyway, work is found 
to be a necessary cictivity which is performed either 
formally or informally. However, people performed 
their activities under highly unstructured working 
conditions during classical era. of industrial thioughit. 
Structured working conditions and work plans were found 
only when the need of mass-prouction emerged that gave 
rise to the development of industrial revolution in mid 
•18th century in England. Industrial F?evolution it 
spread all over the world in different times. 
Industrial revolution did not change only technology at 
production level but it also changed industrial 
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organisations as well as the mode of living in the 
society. The technological advancement decentratised 
the work activity and power structure. 
It is evident from the history of Industrial 
F'sychology that F.W. Taylor in the end of the 17th 
century focused on managernennt approach for enhancing 
fj reductive efficiency of thie workers. Taylor's 
opproach made the work organization move and more 
complex that gave rising side of dissatisfaction, 
boredom, under-uti1ization of intellectual skills, 
e-<b5entee i sm, turnover, and alienation among workers. 
The gradual change in time made people realize 
human beings an important element at work place. The 
emphasis was placed now on the study of their problems 
t hi a t subsequently gave b i r t hi to on a p p r o £i c h w hi i c hi is 
today widely called as "human relations approach" the 
leader of which is known as Elton Mayo (Roeth1isberqer 
& Dickson, 1939), Contrary to the ealier, this one is 
employee oriented approach. People consider thiis a 
best strategy to motivate employees at work. The 
concepts lik:e job enric hi ment, quality of worki life, 
supportive management, and HRD sire the byproducts of 
this approach whiichi emphasises concern for people. 
Moreover, this opproach has given birth to a notion; 
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make the people gay and happy at work they will 
themselves be attracted and motivated towards their 
work. Such and other similar notions focused attention 
on a very necessary phenomenon of job satisfaction - an 
attitudinal reaction of workers towards their job and 
organi saion. 
Studies on job satisfaction were initiated by 
Hoppock (1935) which was followed by others' studies on 
job satisfaction as well as on job motivation. 
Theoretical bases to job satisfaction were provided by 
Maslow (-1943), Herzberg (1957), McGregor (1960),and 
Vroom (1964),etc. These theoretical bases, since their 
inception, have been the point of attraction for the 
researchers, no doubt, with criticism and con t rove s i es .'/ 
After giving a brief background of various 
approaches emerged and concepts evolved, it is 
important to point out the objective of the present 
investigation. The present endeavour is aimed at 
studying work identification in relation to quality of 
work life and need satisfaction. In view of the 
proposd research work it becomes inevitable to give a 
comprehensive picture of the concepts — work 
identification, quality of work life, and need 
satisfation — which occupy relevance in the present 
investigation . 
In the pages to follow the details of the concepts 
along with the relevant available literature will be 
given. In thie light of this survey of literature thie 
significance of the present endeovour will be pointed 
out, 
WORK IDENTIFICATION 
Wort' identification, a dependent variable in our 
study, hi as not been e;;ten5ively studied. Worl--: 
identification is one of the components of job 
involverrient, thie othier components are organizational 
identification, and self-concept. To the present 
investigator work identification seems to be important 
because when it is developed the other components are 
i iTi p 1 i c i ' „ 
Since work identification is closely similar to 
job involvement, it is important to give a description 
of job involvement prior to discussing the concept of 
work: identification. 
At thie time whien researchies on job satisfaction 
and job motivation, during •1960s, were at the peak the 
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concept of job invlolvement evolved. This concepit 
atlracled the attention of managers, psychologists, and 
acaderrncians who considered job involvement crucial for 
work performance. For the first time a scale to 
measure job involvement was developed by Lodahl & 
Kejner in 1965. They contended that "job involvement 
is thie internalization of values about thie goodness of 
work or the importance of work in the worth of person, 
and perhaps it thus measures the case with which the 
person can be further socialised by an organization." 
Lodahl & Kejner have emphasized internalization of 
values. Here, we can say that value orientation 
towards work is learned in early stages of 
socialization. Lodahl (1964) has emphasized that 
during the socialization process certain wort:: values 
are injected into the self of the individual that 
remain with him as the grows, in the form of attitudes 
towards job. Religious belief as well as socio-
cultural aspects of the group in w hie hi an .individual 
grows play crucial role in injecting work values in 
him. The group where everyone is working, forces other 
individuals to get socialized t hi rough identification 
with the norms of that group and subsequently he 
becomes committed and job innvolved. 
D 
To explain the phenomenon of job involvement a 
number of definitions have been proposed. A.ccordig to 
Lodahl and Kejner (1965) "the degree to which a person 
identifies psychologically with hi is work or the 
importance of his work in his total self image is 
considered as job involvement." It refers to the 
psychological investment in the job as a whole. Lawler 
& Hall (1970) defined job involvement as referring to 
"psychological identification wit hi one's worl-::" as well 
as "the degree to which the job situation is central to 
person and his identity." 
>-)ob involvement hi as been conceptualized 
differently by different people. There has been 
conceptual ambiguity that gave rise to controversies. 
Patchen (1970) pointed out that "general interests" in 
the job was quite similar to the concept of job 
involvement, but inspite of that similarity, he argued, 
"general intetrest" could not be termed as job 
involvement. Kanungo, Mishra and Dayal (1975) 
continued that "attitude of job involvement represents 
the degree to which the total situation is thought of 
as being central to one's life or self concept." Saleh 
8, Hosek (1976) have given four different conditions in 
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which a person may be job involved: <1) when work to 
hiim is central life interest, (2) when he actively 
participates in his job, (3) when he perceives 
performance as consistent to his self-concept, and (4) 
when he perceives performance as central to his self 
esteem. In these four conditions the phenomenon of 
identification seems to be implicit. 
Kanungo (1979) has discussed sociological and 
psychological approaches to job involvement. According 
to hini involvemennt may be classified as (1) specific 
involvemennt, and (2) general invo1vefment. This 
classification of job involvement and subsequently the 
development of a scale by him to measure job 
involvement gave new direction of thinking related to 
the concept and its measurement. 
Recently, a decade before, the phenomenon of job 
involment was defined by Kanungo (1982) as "a 
congnitive state of psychological identification with 
the job and depends on the degree to which the job is 
perceived to meet one's salient needs, be they 
intrinsic or e>;trinsic," 
The review of definitions reveals thiat thiree sets 
of factors related to job incumbent, aspiects of work 
itself, and organizational conditions Are essential 
determiners of job involvement. 
It is witnessed from thie survey of literature that 
the work of Lodahl & Kejner (1965) on job involvement 
later generated much interest among researchers and as 
a result scores of studies were conducted. A brief look 
over the numberous studies and their findings follows: 
Bass (1965) in his study, found job involvement 
positively related to performance. Runyon (1973) 
perceived job involvement, relatively stable personal 
characteristic and he opined that men than women are 
traditionally more likely to value work aside from its 
importance to earn a living. 
In India, studies on job involvement started late 
than in the west. The socio-cu1tural disparities among 
different countries have forced researchers to study 
job involvemefnt in their socio-cultural milieu. In our 
country, researchies conducted on demographic variables 
(Akhtar & Kumar, 1978; Sharma & Kapoor, 1978? Sharma & 
Sharma, 1978; Anantharamam, 1980; Ansari,1986; Kumari & 
Singh, 1978), an>;ity ( Bajaj, 1978b), different 
occupational levels (Bajaj, 197Sa; Anantharaman & 
Deivasenapath, 1980; Anatharaman & Begum 198H; Singh 
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•1984; Kumar & Singh -1988), and on other variables like 
childhood aspirations, expectations, participation, 
adjustment, satisfaction, locus of control, leadership 
styles, and skills, etc.( Akhtar & Bachach, 1984; Singh 
•1984; Kulkarni, 1976; Reddy & Kumar, 1980; Reddy & 
Kumarraju, 1980; Nath, 1980; Reddy & Rajasekhar, 1988; 
Dhillan & Dondona, 1988; Srinivasan & Kamalanabhan, 
1986; Dolke & Srivastava, 1988) show inconsistent 
results. The reasons for the inconsistency are obvious 
factors like socio-cultural millieu work values, 
working condition and other influences. 
Since we are interested in studying work 
identification, we l^ave discussed job involverrient 
because work identification is viewed as one of the 
components of job involvement. 
T hi ere hi as been controversy regarding thie 
relationship among job involvement, work 
identification, and organisational identification. 
Srivastava & Dolke (•1978) examined the factor structure 
of work idefntification and organisational 
identification. They found that work identification was 
based on work attractiveness and personal consequences 
of work. On the other hand it was found that 
organisational identification included factors of 
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membership, maintenance, dedication to organization, 
ego involvement and pride in the organisation. 
Moreover, they reported that work identification and 
organisational identification were factorially 
different from job involvemenft. 
It has been pointed out earlier that there Are 
three sets of factors respossible for anyone to develop 
feeling of involvement. These are (1) factors related 
to job incumbent, (2) aspects of work itself, and (3) 
organizational variables. But March and Simon (1958) 
pointed out four major factors of job life, viz, (1) 
organisation as a whole, work itself, sub-group, and 
external or outside the organisational factors which 
help in determining identification with the work and 
the organisation. 
Researchers with their concerted efforts tried to 
identify the characteristics of thie person possessing 
high work identification and organisational 
identification. (Hall, Schneider & Nygren, 1970; 
Herbiniak & Alutto, 1972). Some other studies have 
reported job challenge (Hall & Lawler -1970; Patchen, 
•1970) and job control and autonomy (Brown, 1969; Lawler 
& Hall, 1970; Marsh & Mannari, 1977) as determiners of 
:i. dentification. 
• 1 
The concept of identification ctriginated in 
pisychoanal yt i c theory where Freud (1949) described 
identification as "the endeavour to mould a person's 
own ago after the fashion of one that has been taken as 
a model". Most of the personality theories emphasize 
identification as a process to internalize social 
values during the process of socialization in cl-iildhiood 
period (Sanford, 1955; Kagan, 1958; Kelman, 1958). 
Similarly, identification with the work and 
organisation is developed through adult socialisation 
process during work life but certainly as a consequence 
of individual's childhood e>:perience. Idividuals join 
organisations with certin expectations. They have 
certain needs desires, skills, values, etc., to be 
fulfilled or utilized. If the work itself and the 
organization at large, provide opportunities for 
satisfaction of important needs and the organisational 
situations are congruent with thie values of tl"ie 
individuals then they will identify themselves with 
their work and the organisation (Srivastava & Dolke, 
1978). Thus, work identification is composed of two 
aspects, (1) importance attached to work, and (2) 
satisfaction of needs through work as reported by 
Srivastava & Dolke (1978). Considering the two aspects 
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of work indentification Srivastava & Dolke have 
developed a scale of work identification in 1978. It 
is imperative to mention here that work identification 
studies are very rare specially in India though, job 
involvement studies dominated the interests of 
researchers for almost two decades since 1965. To the 
present investigator work identification — an 
important component of job envolvement seems to be 
significant variable to be investigated as a function 
of quality of work life and need fulfillment, so, this 
endeavour will fill the void of knowledge. Whiile 
talM:ing about the concept of work: identification we 
I'lave mentioned that the viability of any wor^• 
organisation depends on the extent to which an optimum 
balance between the technical demands of the job and 
social needs of the people is maintained. A man should 
not be considered a mere cog in in the wheel. However, 
this humanitarian concern has given birth to a concept 
widely known as quality of work life (QWL). 
QUALITY OF WORK LIFE 
The concepit of quality of work life is new in thie 
sense that it has been coined by Davis only n 1972, 
though its essence can be felt in the ealier concepts 
of job enlargement and job enrichment. The basic 
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contention behind the development of job enlargement 
and job enrichment concepts was to minimize monotony 
and boredom by way of enhacing job attraction, 
motivation and satisfaction at work.^ 
In the historical perspective the development of 
thie quality of work life concept is evident m this 
process of the shift from Taylarism (management 
oriented approach) to Mayo's (1933) employee oriented 
approach for irri proving individual as well as 
organisatonal effeciency./ 
It is evident from the latter approachi thiat its 
focus of attention was not on improving quality of worl--
life but the essence of quality of work life was 
there. Till 1960s a lot of work was done on job 
motivation and job satisfaction, and in the mid 19605 
job motivation studies dominated the work-: arena.^' 
Human motivation is a very complex and dynamic 
phonemenon. The changing and incresing motives keep 
people in a state of uncertainty with regards to the 
peristence of motives. So there has always been a cry 
from every corner for developing strategies which can 
satisfy needs in a particular point of time and priod. 
H 
In the present day modern management assumes a 
very simple strategy for motivating people at work. 
According to this assumption management should 
concentrate over the welfare of the employees. and 
believe that a happy man will himself be motivated 
towards the job he is doing. Thus, human problems as 
well as organizational aspects like organizational 
structure, communication pattern, leadership styles, 
job design, job enrichment, etc. were emphasized to be 
given special attenation which even till date remain 
the greatest sources of emplo,yees motivation 
satisfaction, involvement, and commitment at 
work.These above personal and organizational variables 
combined together have given rise to a broader concept 
called quality of work life..^ 
It has been emphasised in the preceding writings 
that the term quality of work life was coined by Davis 
in 1972. Since the inception of the term, a number of 
other reserchers in the area like Her rick and haccoby 
(1972), Toylar, et al (1974), Cherns and Davis (1975), 
EEmery and Emery (1974), Mi lion (1977), and Carlson 
(1978), whose names are worth mentioning, contributed 
to the concept. 
n 
Lippit <-1977) thought of it as "the degree to 
which work provides an opportunity for an individual to 
satisfy a wide variety of personal needs to survive 
with some security, to interact with others to have a 
sense of personal usefulness, to be reorganized for 
achievement and to have an opportunity to improve 
one's skill and knowledge". 
Lip pit defining the concept of que^lity of work 
life covers the whole gamut of work life which may 
enhance organisational effectiveness. Quality of work 
life has been considered by Cherns (-1978) as an ares 
emphasising to 'humanisation of work place', 'work 
II lace domocracy' 'work: restructuring', or 'job 
design'. Cherns eatention to view the concept of 
quality of work life seems to be an inspiration taken 
from the movement started by Elton Mayo, Roethlisberger 
and Dickson in 1930 which is known as human relation 
movement—an employee oriented approach for humanising 
lhe job. 
In the opinion of Menton (1979) quality of work 
life is a relatively new term for a bundle of old 
issues tl^ iat have long been of interest to philosophiers, 
theologicians, social scientists, wor^:ers, and 
emplyers. It is a broad term that can embrace every 
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concievable aspect of work ethic and work conditions 
workers expressions of satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction, managerial concerns about efficiency 
of output and broaden consideration of social cohesion 
and stability. 
Keeping in view the importance of quality of work 
life the 'American Society of Training and Development, 
established a task force of thie quality of work: life m 
1979 which defined it as " a process of work 
organizations which enables its members at all evel to 
actively participate in shaping the organisational 
environmemt methods and outcomes. This value based 
process is amimed towards meetings the twin goals of 
enhanced effcetiveness of rganization and improved 
quality of life at work for employees " (skrovan, 
•1980) . 
Cohen and Rosenthal (-1980) describe quality of 
work: life as an "internationally designed effort to 
bring about increased labour management coopration to 
jointly solve the problems of improving organizational 
performance and employee setisfact ion" . 
Spink (1975) defined quality of work life as "the 
degree of exc ellance in work: and working conditions 
y '; n 
which contributes to the overall satisfaction of the 
individual and enhance the individual as well as 
organizational effectiveness, 
Nedler & Lawler <1983), on the basis of survey of 
literetion, came to concluds that the definition of 
quality of work life under? several chances and 
modifications with regards to ri5 connceptnal 
understanding. They opined that the first definition 
in the period 1959 to •197E, considered the term quality 
of work life as a "variable". Here the enphafris was on 
the individual worker's reaction to the personal 
counsequences of the work experience, as job 
satisfaction, job motivation, mental hiealth etc. 
The second definition between •1969--1974, 
considered quality of work life as an "apprach". This 
definition focused it s enpharis on the individual 
worker and neglected the organizational outcomes. 
The third emareged between •197E-1975 which 
defidned quality of work life as a "mathod". The 
enphrise was put on the techniques for enhancing the 
work environment so as to make it more productive and 
satisfying. 
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Between 1979-1980 the fourth definition emerged 
which considered quality of work life as a "movemennt" 
Keeping in view the about definition of dquality 
of work life Nedlar and lowler (1983) gave a fifth 
definition of quality of work life encompassing all 
earlier definition. They pointed out that "quality of 
work life is a may of thinking about people, work and 
organisation". This definition eleauly? enphrise that 
quality of wor^ :: life does not focus only on hiow people 
can perform work better but also on how work can cause 
people feel better, 
./ According to Reddy (1985) the concept of quality 
of wort:: life |-ias been viewed differently. He pointed 
out t hi a t quality of work life is v i e w ti d BS " W O r k 
redisigning" in U.K., it is "humanieation of work 
programme" in west Germany (now Germany), and for the 
Japaneese it is "improving the quality of products". 
It is interesting to note that Japanees-initiated a 
"quality circle" programme. This programme is 
initiated with a view of humanizing the wok culture. 
<A more specific definition by Davis (1983) 
describes quality of wort; life as "thie quality of the 
relationship between employees and the total working 
environment, with human dimentions added to the usual 
technical and economic dimen ions". 
Thie above definition characterise that the goal of 
quality of work life is the creation of crganisationa 1 
conditions that foster individual learning and 
development, that provide individuals with substantial 
influence and control over what they do and how they 
Are to do it, and that provide individua^ls with 
interesting and meaningful work that serves as a 
source of personal satisfaction and a means to valued 
personal rewards (Davis and Cherns -1975), This means 
the concern of quality of work: life is not only on how 
people can do work better, but also on how work may 
cause people to feel better. It focusses on the 
outcomes for individuals.^ 
Having given a comprehensive detail of the 
definitions of quality of work life, a description of 
quality of work life-dimentions are being given below: 
Quality of work life is assentially a 
multidimensional concept. Walton (1975) has identified 
eight dirri ens ions of quality of wort? life. T h est are: 
( 1 ) adequate and fair compensation, (2?) safe and 
healthy working conditions, (3) development of human 
capacities, (4) growth and security, (5) social 
integration in the work organization, (6) 
constitutionalisation in the work organization, (7) 
work and the total life space, (8) the social 
relevanceofthework:life. 
Heizel, et al (1973) have proposed four 
dimensions: (1) growth, (2) mastery, (3) involvement, 
(4) self control. Boiswert <1977) identified fifteen 
dimensions of quality of work life while Carlson (1978) 
sixteen. 
The work in America Institute identified eleven 
dimensions. These include (Rosow, 1981)5 (1) pay, (2) 
employee benefits, (3) job-security, (4) ailter native 
work schedules, (5) job stress, (6) participation in 
decision making, (7) democracy in work place, (8) 
profit-sharing, (9) pension right, {\Q) company 
programmes designed to enhance worker welfare, and (11) 
the 4-day5 work week. The above mentioned items 
areas were the most important quality o* wor^• life 
issues of the 1980s. 
The following dimensions were propsed by Delamotte 
& Takezawa (1984): (1) occupational safety and health, 
(H) working hi ours, (3) job security, (4) fair treatment 
at work, (5) influence on decision making, (6) 
') ^ 
opportunity for advancement, (7) workers representation 
at company board meetings, etc. 
We have been considering various dimansions of 
quality of work life proposed by different non-Indian 
authors. Indian researchers, too, have worked on 
quality of work life and have found out various quality 
of work life dimensions in Indian setting. Ghosh and 
Kalra (198H) identified fifteen dimansions. Ganguli 
(1979) proposed different dimensions. And seventeen 
dimensions have been delineated by Sinha and Sayeed 
<1980) to be used in their scale of quality of work 
life. Tfiese dimensions are' (I) economic bensefits, 
(2) physical working conditions, (3) career 
orientation, (4) advancement on marit, (5) effect on 
personal life, (6) mental state, (7) union menagement 
relations, (8) self-respect, (9) supervisory 
relatioship, (10) intragroup relations (11) apathy, 
(IE) confidence in management, (13) meaningful 
development, (14) control, influence and participation, 
(15) employee commitment. (16) general life 
set i sf act i on , and (17) ogan i zat i onal clirrate. 
Usually agreement is not found among authors 
regarding the axact number of dimensions of quality of 
work life. However, the important thing is that the 
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content or quality of dimensions may vary in relation 
to worker aspirations and the objective reality of his 
work and society (Takezawa, 1976). 
Till now in the preceding writings a detailed 
explanation about the nature and concept of quality of 
worl-:: life has been presented. It is now life to give a 
description of the relevant survey of literature on 
quality of work life. 
Since the present study is aimed at studying wor^: 
identification in relation 'o quality of work life and 
need satisfaction so the relevance of the study in the 
light of \.\\e survey of literature will be l-i i g hi 1 i g hi t e d 
in the last pages of this foregoing chapter after 
giving a description of thie concep'ts of various 
variables and related available survey of letrature. 
Growing psycho-socia 1 issues have paved the way 
for r esear- chie r s to conduct studies on quality of wort: 
life. Such stydies have generally focused light on 
e ai p 1 o y e e s ' p s y c hi o - s o c i a 1 issues, work: environment, 
work coditions, benefit programmes and the effects of 
these on job motivation, job satisfaction, and work 
P' e r f o I' iTi <;> n e e , e t c . 
Work environment influences individuals to develop 
favourable or unfavourable attitudes towards the 
various facets of job that give rise to the feeling of 
satisfaction or dis-satisfaction. Working conditions 
^•i.re one of the determinants of quality of work life 
(Lawsbury, 1974; Elbrng, et al 197]', Audibert, 1974; 
E^uns, et al. 1974; and Bell, 1974), After the studies 
conducted on junior doctors, the results emphasized 
efficient distribution of work hours as much in demand 
(Wilkinson, et al. 1975). The social aspects of the 
conditions of work bear more value than the technical 
aspects of the organisation (Fricke, 1975). 
Cherisi 1icher (1975) studied the relationship between 
working conditions and job satisfaction. He emphasised 
that improvement in working conditions must satisfy 
individuals' needs. His contention is very relevant. 
No doubt, the satisfaction of needs through working 
conditions makes the work performance efficient. 
'J Thpre are studies which advocate that if job 
conditions are not satisfying, pay acquires the most 
important position to determine satisfaction to the 
workers (Johnson, 1975). Such findings seem to be true 
specially in the case of blue-collar work:ers. 
Absenteeisn was studied (Kavoussier el al, 1978) 
in two te>;tile factories of Isfahan in Iran. Data 
revealed that unsatisfactory wor^cing conditions led to 
higher rates of absenteeism. It was recommended in 
this study thiat quality of work life shiould be 
improved. The author of the present investigation is 
highly convinced with the recommendation as improvement 
in the work conditions is the most likely to inversely 
influence the rate of absenteeism. But the 
recommendation fails to pin-point the relevant areas 
which need special attention for enhancing quality of 
work life. 
Apart from working conditions, employers 
participation in decisicion making is also most likely 
to influence job satisfaction. The basic objective of 
workers participation is to provide thefr^  a sense of 
worthiness, autonomy, opportunity for self expression, 
feeling of be 1ongingness, etc., so as to create 
positive conditions for industrial relations and an 
atmosphere of industrial peace (Saiyadain, 1988). 
Ritti (1970) argues that lack of opportunity to perform 
the work meaningfully is a cause of frustration among 
engineers. Those who have a say in decision making and 
freedom at work place Are rriore satisfied withi the wor^: 
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life (Andreatla & Rumbold -1974, Brown, 1975). Miles 
(1973) says that inclusion of workers in the decision 
making will increase their organizational 
identification. Workers productivity as well as 
quality of work life can be improved by employees 
participation (Anderson, 1975; Prideanus, 1975;- Rosow, 
1979; Harrison, 1975; Mohraman & Novelli, 1985; and 
Schlesinger & Gshry, 1985). Since, quality of work 
life is a muItifaceted concept, a variety of factors 
come together to identify with the term quality of work 
life, A bit detail of the research studies follows. 
According to Fazakerly (1975) workers want 
challenging job. Rosow (1981) dug out pay, job scurity, 
training, development, and participation as the most 
important aspects of quality of work life» 
In a study by Sekaran and Wagner (1980) sense of 
competence among workers has been found to . be highly 
correlated with quality of u'or^ : life. 
A study conducted by Baker (1973) revealed the 
fact thiat job enrichment im pi roves the employees' morale 
and motivation. According to Westly (1979) job 
enrichment provides means to cope with political, 
economic and psycho-social problems. Quale (1977) 
points out that improvement in industrial relations can 
Q 
be achiieved t hi rough redesigning of wor^:. In quality of 
work life improvement programme, the significant role 
of union has also been emphasised by Guest (1979). Mire 
(1975) argued that union should be compelled to 
participate in job enrichment programme. 
In an attempt to restructure the job of blue 
collar workers, Ray & Brichell (1973) put emphasis on 
outonomous groups of workers having considerable amount 
of responsibility and opportunity for participation. 
Andreatta & Rumbold (1974) while dealing with 
redesigning of work, emphasised that extrenie division 
of work causes physical and mental stress and limits 
the employee's autonomy and that it should be replaced 
with new forms of cooperation in o r d e ' to i rri fj r o v e 
c|ua 1 i ty of wo r ^: 1 x f e . 
A study was conducted by Baker (1974) on the 
redesigning of jobs to provide employees ample amount 
of responsibilities and autonomy. Similarly, while 
putting emphasis on technology. Craven (1975^ 
advocated for such work environment which can provide 
responsibility and greater involve iTient to thie job 
incumbents at work. Mulder (1977), worked on powr 
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sharing and Hyot (1984) axsucssed how job redesign 
helps human needs satisfied and productivity increased. 
There are studies which have come out with the 
results that improved quality of work life will cause 
increase in productivity (Miller, 1977? Cummings & 
Molly, 1977; and Rosow, 1979). Improved quality of work 
life brings thie work:ers a sense of identification wit hi 
the organization which enhances motivation in them 
(Tannenbaum, 1983). 
I" here are evidences thiat indicate consistent 
negative relationship between job satisfaction and 
absentr ism (Bhatia & Valecha, 1981; Kavoussie,et al 
1978). It is recommended that quality of work life 
should be increased to lower absenteeism. 
The importance of quality of work life in 
developing countries was emphasised by Trist (1975)) 
that the quality of work life can become both ends and 
means. It is an end in itself because it is a highly 
significant c o rn p' o n e n t in quality of work life t f i e goal 
of all development. It is a means because thie 
expreience of participation in decision making at thie 
work place and progrressive learning l^elp workers 
acquire the civic competencies and skills on which £< 
In an another study Maupin (1990) found 
significant relationship between team work and quality 
of work life. 
In the light of the above studies on quality of 
work life it has been found that only one study done by 
Dhillon and Dandona (1990) is the most relevant as 
they have studied quality of work life in relation to 
job involvement. Since the endavour of the present 
investigator was to study work identification in 
relation to quality of work life and need satisfcation, 
so Dhillon and Dandona's investigation can be 
considered similar to the one part of the present 
investigation as the author has already emphasized 
synonimity between job involvement and work 
identification. 
NEED SATISFCATION 
Now, description of the concept of need 
satisfcation and its related survey of literature 
remain to be discussed which are given in pages to 
follow. 
People strive to satisfy their needs and thus, the 
main motive behind behaviour is the fulfillment of 
needs. 
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Research in the field of industrial motivation and 
satisfaction has a chequered history. Starting with the 
famous and by now classical Howthorne studies, it has 
passed through various phases randing from informal 
organisation, motivation, and productivity to various 
aspects of job attitudes, motivation-hygiene factors 
and various other source of satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction such as quality of work life and its 
various determinants. 
Vocational satisfaction or job satisfction has 
been defined in different ways in various studies. 
Fisher and Hanna (•1931) contended that dissatisfaction 
stems largely from emotional maladjustment. They poined 
out that : "the reason why this fact has not been 
adequately recognised by those interested in vocational 
adjustment in simple; just because he does not know, 
the individual seldom assigns the true cause as the 
factor underlying his vocational maladjustment. He is 
dissatisfied, and simply because his work fails to give 
him the satisfaction he is seeking. He thinks his 
work is to blame'. Hoppock <-1935) who coined the term 
job satisfaction has defined satisfaction as "any 
combination of psychological, physiological, and 
environmental circumstances that causes a person 
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truthuflly to say, 'I am satisfied with my job'" In 
this definition, the underlying assumption is that "it 
is possible for a worker to balance specific 
satisfactions against the specific dissatisfactions 
and thus to arrive at a composite satisfaction with the 
job as a who 1e". 
Ginzberg (WSI) propounded a three-fold scheme 
of satisfaction. First, there are the intrinsic 
satisactions which come from two sources: (1) the 
pleasure which is derived from engaging in work 
activity ('function pleasure'), and (2) the sense of 
accomplishment which is experienced from meeting social 
standards of success and personal realisation of 
abilities throuhg achievement. Second, there are the 
concomitant satisfcat ions which are associated with 
physical and psychological conditions. And third, 
there are the extrinisic satisfactions which are the 
tangible rewards of work, i.e., pay and bonuses. 
Satisfaction has also been defined within the context 
of work organisation and social system by Bullock 
(1953) who views it as "an attitude which results from 
a balance and summation of many specific likes and 
dislikes experienced in connection with the job. This 
attitude manifests itself in evaluations of the job and 
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of employing organisations. These evaluation may rest 
largely upon one's own success or failure in the 
achievement of personal objectives and upon the 
perceived contributions of the job and employing 
organisations to these ends. Thus, a worker may like 
certain aspects of his work yet thoroughly dislike 
others". Smith (1963) and her associates at Cornell 
University have defined vocational satisfaction as an 
affective state which is " a function of the workers 
present job on the one hand and his frame of 
reference on the other". 
Blum & Naylor (1968) pointed out that "job 
satisfaction is the result of various attitudes 
possessed by an employee'. They further emphasised 
that these attitudes a^rB related to the job and are 
concerned with such specific factors as wages 
supervision, steadiness of employment, conditions of 
work, advancement opportunities, recognition of ability 
fair evaluation of work, social relation on the job, 
prompt settlement of grievances, fair treatment by 
employer, and other simlar aspects. However, a more 
comprehensive aproach requires that many additional 
factors be included before a complete understanding of 
job satisfaction is obtained. Such factors as the 
J'J 
employee's age, health, treatment, desires, and level 
of aspiration should be considered. Further, his 
family relationships, social status, recreational 
outlets, activity in organisation-labour political, or 
purely social-contribute ultimately to job 
satisfction. Thus, job satisfaction is a genera] 
.attitude which IS the result of many specific attitudes 
in three areas, namely, specific job-factors, 
individual characteristics, and group relationships 
outside the job. 
It IS imperative to point out herp that the 
factors of job satisfaction as enumerated by Blum & 
Naylor <1968) are almot similar with little 
controversy to the deterniinants of quality of worl^  
life - a cry of the eniployees m this modern age. 
Having emphasised the concept of satisfaction w(^  
have to have a loo^ •• at various theories of job 
satisfact ion. 
Maslow (1943) proposed a theory which is I-nown as 
the need hierachy theory of motivation. In this theory 
Maslow points out that human needs can be arranged m 
a hierarchical order. Once the lower order needs are 
satisfied, needs next m order of hierarchy come into 
prominance and so on. The highest need which he terms 
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the need for self actualization comes into prominance 
last of all. 
The hierarchy of needs which Mas low proposes 
starts from physiological needs liV'e hunger, thirst, 
&e>!, etc. The ne);t level is that of security needs. The 
third one that of social needs. The fourth he Leririb a<5 
ego-needs. He has differentiated the social and the 
ego needs in a rather subtle manner. Social needs 
according to liaslow mean achieving social desirability 
and thereby prestige and status. Out of the 
satisfaction of the social needs flows the channel of 
ego needs. Once the individual has gained social 
recognition, prestige and status, his efforts is to 
satisfy himself in a general and real manner that he is 
worthy of the social recognition, prestige, and status 
that he has acquired in society. In other words, ego 
needs point to the necessity and importance of the 
conviction of the individual about himself that he 
really deserves what the society has bestowed upon him 
or what he has socially achieved. 
Thie final stage of the need hierarchy theory is 
that of need of self actualization. It may be pointed 
out that there are no water-tight compartments or 
complete exclusion of one level of need by the other 
level of need . Investigators trying to verify 
Maslowian theory have pointed out the fact that 
sorTietimes, particularly in the field of higher order 
needs, many needs come into prominance or are 
activated simultaneously. Although, according to 
Maslow the self actualisation need is also termed as 
growth need, but it can very obvioously be seen that 
what he terms as ego needs, which, as e;;plained 
earlier, are clearly serving some of the important 
aspect of individual maturity and responsibility and 
thereby some of the important aspect of his growth 
needs. Once these needs are satisfied the highest 
order need or the need of self actualisation comes into 
prominance. Self actualization need serves the 
important fuction of the personality growth of the 
individual, makes the best use of his abilities 
interests, aptitudes, etc., and thereby results in the 
optimum growth and the best realization of the 
personality of an individual. 
It may be clarified that unless the lower order 
needs, particularly the physiological and security 
needs are satisfied, no other higher order needs get 
activated or emerged. 
'JO 
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As a result of findm ^ of the Howthorne studeis 
the attention of the psychologists and other social 
"scientists was focussed on the human relation aspect of 
wort; motivation and morale. Earlier Hoppock has 
published material which also provided an impetus to 
research in the field of job satisfction and 
rriotivation. 
Maslow broke new ground in the form of his theory 
of hierarchical nature of the human needs. Upto the 
1950s research in human motivation had been on 
traditional lines and motives were supposed to be lying 
along a continuum, the one end of which was 
sat 1 sf-T^  11 on and the other d i ssat i sf c 11 on . 
Herberg (1957) for the first time questioned the 
basic assumption of linear continuum presented by 
Maslow (1943). As a result of his first wort, vi=; 
"Survey of literature" on job satisfaction he started 
his own studies on human motivation and putforth his 
findings in the monograph entitled "Motivation to wort " 
in 1959. Herzberg ( 1957) repudiates the 
unidemensionality of the concept of satisfaction. 
Herberg, et al. (1957) onthe basis of his findings 
asserted that there are some factors which if properly 
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taken care of result in job satisfaction. These are 
also called the content factors. By calling these 
factors content factors he meant that they are inherent 
either inthe individual's personality or in work 
itself. Content factors were named by him as 
motivators. 
In proposing his two factor theory he emphasised 
the subtle distinction between the motivators and 
hygiene factors. He pointed out that the absence of 
satisfaction is not dissatisfaction but no 
satisfaction- He opined that the emotivators if taken 
care of enhance satisfaction, where as when the 
company or employer takes care of the hygiene factors 
it prepares a safety-valve against dissatisfcation . 
The concept of hygiene factors is like that of 
preventive modicine. The hygiene factors have also been 
termed by Herrberg as context factros. The very term 
context factors explain that these factors revolve 
round the work and are not like the content factors 
inherent in the personality of the individual or work 
itself. Once the hygiene factors are properly taken 
care of they provide a safety valve against 
dissatisfaction and yet they do not prepare a ground 
for the satisfaction of the individual. Here it may 
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also be pointed out that as the absence of satisfaction 
is not dissatisfaction so also the absence of 
dissatisfaction does not by itself result into 
satisfaction, which clearly shows that satisfaction-
dissatisfaction do not extend along a continuum. Had 
the two been along a continuum it would have been 
obvious that where there is satisfction there will be 
no dissatisfacton where there is no dissatisfaction 
there will be satisfation, hence the theory named as 
two factor theory of motivation. 
A self theory has been proposed by Brophy (1959) 
inwhich he enumerated ten important aspects to be 
taken into consideration while setting up criteria of 
satisfaction, Brophy's approach to a large extent 
incorporates the expectancy as well as the event agent 
and the self esteem or social desirability and ego 
deficiency aspects. 
Vroom (-1964) proposes a cognitive model in terms 
of two propositions ! <1) The anticipated satisfaction 
of an outcome is a linear function of the cumulatve 
previous experiecnecs of satisfaction and his 
conception of its association wit hi desired or e>;pected 
satisfying outcomes or results. (2) The motivation to 
work is a linear function of cunmiulative anticipations 
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of results and the strength of his expectancies to 
attain desired ends. 
Maslowian (1954) need hierarchy theory of job 
motivation and satisfaction and moreover, its modified 
version by Porter (1961) have been the imortant 
approaches for studying need satisfaction. Porter 
(1961) taking inspiration from maslowian model has 
also given a need hierarchy model in which he combined 
physiological needs with security needs and seperated 
autonomy needs from self actualizing needs, hence 
Porter's model present need hierarchy from basic to 
higher needs as s (1) security needs, (2) social 
needs, (3) esteem needs, (4) autonomy needs, and (5) 
self actualizing needs. 
Based on his model Porter (1961) did a significant 
work and established that higher order , needs are 
differentially satisfied at various managerial levels. 
This Porter's model in which he talks about need 
fulfillment seems to highly relevant in the present 
investigation as need satisfaction is one of the 
variables that was taken by the present investigator. 
Therefore it is important that the studied related to 
need satisfaction, need fulfillment and need deficiency 
should be given as these correspond to the same 
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meaning and are similar to the variable namely, need 
satisfaction which is a part of this investigation. 
Thus, we start with the studies by Porter and his 
colleagues and as well as with the studies of a number 
of other investigators. thereafter nensen of 
investigators studied the same. 
Porter < •196-1 ) reported on the differences between 
two managerial levels using a questionnaire designed 
to tap satisfaction of Maslow's hierarchical 
classification of needs. The result indicated that 
management personnel differ in their need satisfaction 
although the patterns of need satisfaction were 
similar. 
Porte (-1962) in another study managers found that 
need satisfaction increased with each hierarchical 
level of management for the higher order needs (esteem, 
autonomy, and self actualization), while the lower 
order needs (security, and social needs) were almost 
equal across all managerial levels. 
Lawler and Porter (1967) in one of their studies 
correlated satisfacton of managers needs with 
performance. All correlations were significant, but 
low. The researchers concluded that satisfaction of 
hO 
f i l l t h e v o i d o f k :nwoledge i n t h i s s p e c i f i c ' a r e a w h i e hi 
may pave t h e way f o r e x p l o j .ng f u r t h e r r e s e a r c h e s i n 
t h i s d i r e c t i o n . 
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METHODOLOGY 
In order to obtain answer to research question,a 
plan,structure,or a strategy of investigation _ known 
as research design,is adopted.lt is therefore,important 
to mention that methodology is the key element in 
carrying out any kind of research activity.The 
objectivity of the study is contingent upon the 
accuracy and scientific research methodology.The choice 
of methodology for research is determined by the nature 
of the problem because every specific research demands 
a particular process and operation to be undertaken for 
carrying out investigations. 
The aim of the present investigation is to study 
work identification in relation to quality of work life 
and need satisfaction.So in the light of the research 
proposed the following steps were taken for meeting the 
objectives of the present endeavour. 
SAMPLE 
A universe or population is a set of all possible 
observations or measurements of some common 
characterestic about which we are interested in gaining 
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information.A sample is a part of this set.A large 
sample is to be preferred than a smaller one 
(Fisher,1950) for obtaining reliable results. 
The sample of the present study consists of two 
group of engineers working in the field,and engineer 
teachers. 
A critical review of literature reveals that the 
study of work identification in relation to quality of 
work life and need satisfaction has not been conducted 
on such groups of engineers the sample was drawn from 
Harduaganj Thermal Power Plant (U.P.),and Zakir Husain 
College of Engineering & Technology,AMU,Aligarh. 
Harduaganj Thermal Powr Plant (HTPP) is a public 
sector situtated at Kasimpur in Aligarh Distt. The 
plant is the second largest electricity generating 
project of Uttar Pradesh State Electricity Board. This 
organisation employs 4500 workers out of with nearly 
653 are engineers working at different levels as chief 
engineer superintendent engineers, e>;e cu t i ve 'eng inee r s , 
assistent engineers, and junior engineers. The chief 
Engineers. The Chief Engineer function as the general 
manager of the plant. 
For obtaining data on this sample of engineers of 
HTPP about 200 data sheets were distributed to only 
three levels of engineers viz., executive engineers, 
assistant engineersa, and junior engineers. Out of 200 
sheets, •161 sheets were received back and out of that 
only 151 sheets were founed complete which were 
included in our study. The break up of the sample of 
Harduaging engineers is presented in Table 2. 1 . 
TABLE - 2. -1 
Showing Brak-Up of The Sample Taken From HTPP 
Level Size 
1 . Executive Engineers 11 
E. Assistant Engineers 70 
3. Junior Engineers 70 
To'al 151 
Apart from the above brak-up the sample 
characteristics are shown in Table 2.2 
TABLE - 2.Z 
Showing Sample Characteristics Of HTPP Engineers 
Mean SD 
Age (In Years) 35.72 7.49 
Income (In Rs.) 3512.53 •1095.03 
Experience (In Years) •12.03 8 .93 
D e p e n d e n t ( I n Number) 3. 14 •1.74 
Similarly, the data onthe second group of sample 
were drawn from Z.H. College of Engineering & 
Technology of Aligarh Muslim University (A.M.U.). 
A.M.U. is a well known centre of learning imparting 
knowledge in diversified field for which almost 1300 
teachers are engaged. In this large chunk nearly 150 
are engineers enganged in teaching and research 
activities in Z.H. College of Engineering and 
Technology. 
Almost 100 engineer teachers were contact but only 
81 responded correctly. The break-up of this group of 
engineers is presented in Table 2.3. 
TABLE - E.3 
Showing the Break-up Of The Sample Taken From Z.H. 
(" o 11 e g e -
Level Size 
1. Professors 19 
E. Readers 35 
3. Lecturers 27 
Total 81 
The common characteristics of the sample are 
reported in Table 2.4 
TABLE - 2,4 
Showing Sample Charcteristics of the Engineer 
Teac|-ie r s . 
Mean SD 
Age <ln Years) 37.85 8.10 
Income (In Rs.) 5061.49 1334.36 
Experience (In Years) 13.83 8.36 
Dependent (In Number) 3.17 1.07 
r-
Thu5, we have two groups comprising •151 and 81 in 
number totalling 232 engineers as a whole that makes a 
single set of sample- The characteristics of the total 
sample s^re given in Table 2.5. 
TABLE 2.5 
Showing Characteristics Of The Total Sample 
Mean SD 
Age (In Years) 36.79 7.74 
Income (In Rs.) 4287.01 1398.18 
Experience (In Years) 12.93 9.16 
Dependent (In Number) 3.15 1.57 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TOOLS 
To study human behaviour, psychological tools are 
used. Each aspect of human behaviour requires different 
tools or methods to study. In psychological testing, 
questionnaire method is considered most convenient 
tool for tapping and collecting desired and relevant 
i nforamt ions. 
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In the present study only questionnaires have been 
used for gathering informations pertaining to work 
identifcaiton, quality of work life and need 
satisfaction. The description of these follows! 
Work Identification Questionnaire : 
Work identifcation was measured through a 12 -
item questionnaire (Appendix 1) developed by 
Shrivastava and Dolke <1978). The questionnaire 
includes two important aspect of work identifcation, 
viz. (i) importance attached to work (lATW) and <ii) 
satisfaction of needs through work (SNTW) for which 
equal number of items &re given in the questionnaire. 
The items of the questionaire are positively phrased 
and responses of the individuals were measured on a 5-
point scale. The respondents were instructed to assign 
1 to the statement if they highly disagree or 5 if 
highly agree, thus, the scale ranged from a score of 
minimum 1 to maximum 5. The scoring of the scale was 
done by adding the scores on all the 12 items. A high 
score was indicative of high work indentificat ion and 
a low score was for low work identifcation. 
The reliability as well as validity of the scale 
were not given by the authors of the scale. 
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score on "how much is there?". Second phase consists of 
"how much should be there?". A discrepancy score is 
obtained in relation to need satisfaction byy 
subtracting score for "how much is there ?" from score 
for "how much should be there?". A minus score is 
indicative of need fulfillment whereas a positive is 
ofneeddeficiency. 
Porter's need satisfaction scale is well accepted 
and widely used, so the reliability and velidity of the 
scale go without doubt. 
HYPOTHESES 
The author of the present investigation, in the 
light of the survey of literature has a strong 
reservation in formulating the hypotheses becuee 
relevant studies were not available which could hav 
provided a base. Therefore, only null hypotheses are 
given here. 
It is usually found time consuming when any 
investigator formulates a number of mull hpotheses to 
highlight the objectives of the stuyd. There fore it 
is unnecessary to present a numbre of null hypotheses 
to highlight the objectives of the study. Therefore, 
it is unnecessary to present here a number of null 
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hyotheses. It is enough to say that none of the 
quality of work life dimensions as well as overall need 
satisfactions will be the predictor of work 
identification of any group of engineers. 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
It is evident that we want to study the 
relationship of work identification with need 
stisfaction and different dimensions of quality of work 
life. 
The nature of our problem warranted us to make use 
of regression analysis. Regression analysis is a 
powerful set of satistical techniques that allows one 
to asses the relationship between number of independent 
variables and one dependent variabloe. The set of 
techniques consists of multiple, hierarchical, and 
stepwise regression. The terms regression and 
correlation a.rB used more or less interchangeably, the 
former is used for prediction whreas the latter is used 
for determining the degree of assofriation between 
\/ar iabl es . 
One of the regression techniques is the multiple 
regression by w hie hi the value of dependent variable 
(criterion variable) is predicted f r o ITI t I"I e knowledge of 
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the value of inde pienden t variables (predictor 
variable). We can say that multiple regression is a 
statistical technique which is used to relate and 
assess the importance as well as interactive effects of 
independent variables on dependent variable. 
In this study standard multiple regression out of 
various multiple regression has been used. This 
strategy allows all independent variables • to enter 
simultaneously into the regression equation. Each 
:i. nde pendent variabfle is evaluated in terms of what it 
adds to prediction of the dependent variable. 
CHAPTER -
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RESULTS 
Organisational psychologists have always been 
interested in understanding individual as well as 
organizational efficiency but quest for enhancing workers's 
efficiency has not been direct outcome of the need of time. 
The experiments at Howthorne gave birth to the development 
of "human relations movement" which emphasized the 
importance of human beings in o r gan i :zat i onal setting. Thus, 
the movement generated employee-oriented system at work. 
This is why men are not considered mere cog in the wheel. 
In t he light of the above con t e t i on s , t |-ie pr e s en t 
s tud y 3 5 a 1 med a t i n v e s 11 ga ting wo r k i d en t i f i ca 11 o ii i n 
relation to quality of work life e^ nd need satisfaction. Work 
identification seems to be an important phenomenon for the 
incumbents at work which is most likely to infulence their 
work: efficiency as it is evident in various job involvement 
!r. tudeis. Moreover, work: identification is presumed to get 
influenced by the degree of perceived quality of work life 
and need satisfaction. In fact, such studies have not been 
conducted, so, definately, the present investigation will 
significantly contribute to the existing knowledge in ttie 
area which might ceirry greater implications for formulating 
and de Ve 1 (J p 1 ng strategies to motivate p>eo p 1 e a\l work:. 
DiJ 
To fulfill the above objectives, the data were put to 
multiple regression analysis. For the purpose of the 
analysis scores on each of the seventeen dimensions of 
quality of work life and the overall score on need 
satisfaction were put together to form 18 independent 
variables. On the other hand, scores on the two facets of 
work identification separately and overall score on work 
identification were taken to form dependent variables. The 
predictors of these dependent variables were found out from 
amongst independent variables. The description of the 
results foilows. 
In Table 3.1, F-value calculated by the analysis of 
variance for the regression has been shown. The obtained 
F=2.24 has been found to be significant at .01 level of 
confidence which indicates the significant influence of 
independent variables on the dependence one, i.e., work 
identification. But this analysis does not indicate the 
predictors, hence further analysis was undertaken to find 
out the predictors of work identifcaton. 
Table 3.E is an elaboration of Table 3.1 . It is 
evident from Table 3.2 that one of the dimensions of 
quality of work life, viz, physical working conditions and 
moreover, need satisfaction have been found to be the 
predictors of work identification as their obtained values 
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TABLE 3.1 
Analysis of Variance for the Regression (Engineers, DV-Wl ) 
Sou r ce of 
var iation 
df Sum of 
squares 
Mean F~Value 
squares 
Attributable 
to Regression 
Deviation from 
Regression 
T o t a l 
•18 •1172.48 6 5 . 1 3 2.24-«-
132 3836.53 29.06 
150 5009,0?:' 
•»>• Significant at 0.01 level 
TABLE 3.2 
Multiple Regression Analysis (Engineers, DV -- WI ) 
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Var i ables Value of Regression Standard t-value 
r coeficient Error of 
Regression 
Economic Benefit 
Physical Working 
Cond i t i ons 
Mental state 
Career C r i e n t a t i o n 
Ad Van cemen t on Merit 
Effect on Personal 
1... 1 f e 
Union Management 
Relations 
Self-Respect 
Supervisory Relation 
Intra-group Relation 
Apathy 
(•.Confidence in 
Management 
Meaningful 
Deve1opment 
(iControl, Influence 
S, Participation 
Employee Commitment 
General Life 
Bati sfaction 
Drganizati onalClimate 
Need Satisfaction 
0 5 5 5 
3 5 6 6 
2 6 1 2 
14E5 
•1590 
•1051 
- •1935 
. 6 8 2 0 
. -1750 
. 0 9 2 4 
, -1235 
. 0 - 1 8 7 
0047 •1083 
•1488 
0 3 9 5 
H E 9 2 
•1-109 
•1702 
•154-1 
•1295 
-1834 
•12-1-1 
-1880 
•1685 
m a t e 
WI 
4 3 
5 
3 1 
s 
. 0 7 3 2 
. 0 8 7 3 
. 0 5 5 0 
. 1 4 2 7 
. 2 5 9 7 
. 0 3 6 0 
. 0 2 3 5 
. 1 1 0 8 
. 0 3 - 1 4 
. 0 3 1 4 
. -1336 
. 4 3 
. 7 7 
, 4 7 
. 4 8 
., 29 
.2249 
. 1898 
. -1349 
. -1676 
.-117 1 
.2325 
,2234 
.8605 
3.5932-« 
•1 .2972 
. 55 -12 
•1 .0547 
. 08U4 
.4849 
. 2 0 8 8 
. 0 5 6 5 
. 0 6 0 8 
. 2 3 0 0 
. 1 7 8 9 
. •184-1 
. 0 6 5 2 
. 2 - 1 7 9 
.-1-109 
. -1154 
. 0 6 2 5 
. 3 5 0 7 
•1 . 5 4 4 9 
. 9 0 3 9 
. 6 2 0 7 
•1 . 4 5 1 4 
. 1 9 5 6 
. 3 6 17 
. 5 0 8 3 
. 2 8 3 2 
. 2 7 2 4 
2 . 1360»-»-
Dependent 
Mean 
SD 
Inter cept 
Multiple Correlation 
Standard Error of EstimcA  
Note : * Significant 
•»••«• Si qn i f i cant 
at 0.0 1 level 
at 0.05 level 
03 
t=8.5932 and 2.1360 respectively, are significant. 
Remaining variables all partaining to quality of work life 
failed to contribute to work identification of engineers as 
obtained valued ranging from 0.0804 to -1.5449 are found to 
be insignificant. 
It is important to mention here that work 
identification is comprised of two facets namely, 
importance attached to work' (lATW), and "satisfaction of 
needs through work' <SNTW). The present investigator has 
analyzed the influence of independent variables also on the 
two facets of work identification separately. 
Table 3,3 indicates that independent variables have 
been found to be predictors of lATW-facet of work 
identification as obtained F=H.-13 is significant at .01 
level . 
Extending the description of the results it is to point 
out that out of 18 variables (17 variables pertain to 
quality of work life and one, the ISth, variable to need 
satisfaction) only two variables, viz, physical working 
condition and mental state have been found to be significatn 
at 0.03 and 0.01 levels of confidence respectively (Table 
3. 4 ) . 
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TABLE 3.3 
Analysis of Variance for the Regression (Engineers, DV'-IATUI) 
Sou r ce of 
variation 
df Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
sqau res 
F-Value 
Attr i butable 
to Regression 
•IS 
Deviation from ISS 
Regression 
Total 150 
375,46 
•1292.47 
1667,93 
20,85 
4,79 
2,13 « 
-K- Significant at 0,01 level 
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TABLE 3.4 
Multiple Regression Analysis (Engineers, DV - lATW) 
^^ar iabl es Value of 
r 
Regression 
coeficient 
Standard 
Error of 
Regression 
t-valu e 
E-"conomic Benefit .0343 
Physical Working 
Conditions 
Mental state 
Career Orientation 
Advancement on Merit 
Effect on Personal 
Life .0756 
Union Management 
Relat ions 
Self-Respect 
Supervisory Relation 
Intra-group Relation 
Apathy 
Confidence in 
Management . ri97 
Meaningfu1 
Development .0877 
Control, Influence 
A Participation 
Employee commitment 
General Life 
Sati sfaction 
OrganizationalClimate 
Need Satisfaction 
.0549 
3109 
E679 
0787 
•1056 
.3528 
.•1561 
.0344 
.0521 
,0004 
0321 
0649 
0389 
1681 
1362 
. 1048 
. 1249 
.0635 
.0074 
. 1746 
.1516 
.0012 
1322 
1731 
0381 
1218 
1206 
mate 
Wl 
21 
3 
16 
3 
.0301 
.0696 
.0687 
,0253 
.0578 
.75 
.33 
- 15 
.47 
. 12 
1305 
1349 
,4209 
1101 
0783 
0973 
0679 
3.2025* 
1.9942»* 
.3537 
.7669 
,0031 
1297 
1212 
0328 
0353 
1335 
1036 
1068 
0378 
1265 
0643 
0670 
0363 
.8084 
1.0306 
1 .9363 
.2115 
1.3083 
1 .4604 
.0112 
.7965 
.5502 
1.0674 
.3780 
1,5939 
Dependent 
Mean 
SD 
Intercept 
Multiple correlation 
Standard Error of Esti
Note : * Significant at 0.01 level 
•«•* Significant at 0.05 It el 
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This shows that these two variables have emerged as 
predicators of lATW facet of work identification. Contrary 
to these two variables others 16 variables including need 
satisfaction have been found to have no influence on lATW. 
Similarly independent variables have been found again 
to be the predictors of SNTW - a second facet of work 
identification as the obtained value F=2.06 is significant 
at .01 level which is evident in Table 3.5. 
From Table 3.6 it is quite clear that physical working 
conditions, a dimension quality of work life, and need 
satisfaction are the predictors of SNTW-facet. Apart from 
these two variables remaining variables fail to contribute 
to SNTW-facet as all the obtained values have been found 
insignificant (Table 3.6). 
Having given the description of the results of the 
sample group of engineer teachers, the fourth coming 
description will pertain to the sample of engineer teachers. 
And the description of this group will follow from Table 
3.7 to Table 3.12. 
It is evident from Table 3.7 that idependent variables 
predict work identification of the engineer teachers as 
F=2.99 is found to be highly significant. 
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TABLE 3.5 
Analysis of Variance for the Regression (Engineers, DV-SNTW> 
Source of 
variation 
df Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
sqau res 
r--Va 1 u e 
Attributable 18 
to Regression 
Devation from 132 
Regression 
Total 150 
300.24 
•1064.85 
•1365.09 
16.68 
8.06 
Z.Oh « 
•«• Significant at 0.01 level 
7 4 
TABLE 3.6 
Multiple Regression Analysis (Engineers, DV - BNTW) 
Var iables Value of 
r 
Regression 
coefi cient 
Standard 
Error of 
Regression 
t - V a 1 u e 
Economic Benefit 
Physical Working 
Conditions 
Mental state 
Career Orientation 
Advancement on Merit . 
Effect on Personal 
life 
Union Management 
F^elations 
Self-Respect 
Supervisory Relation 
Intra-group Relation , 
Apathy 
Confidence in 
Management 
Meaningfu1 
Development 
Control, Influence 
A Part i c i pat i on 
Employee commitment 
General Life 
Sat i sfact i on 
OrganisationalClimate 
Need Satisfaction 
0683 •1386 
3393 
E041 
•1859 
1877 
.3292 
.0 188 
.0580 
.07-13 
•1 184 .0-191 
Dependent 
Mean 
SD 
Intercept 
Multiple correlation 
Standard Error of Estimate 
446 1 
El 33 
•1187 
2533 
0619 
1938 
1982 
•1019 
1600 
1899 
2255 
1895 
WI 
21 
3 
15 
2 
.0035 
.0516 
.0238 
.0238 
.0318 
.1080 
.0372 
.0537 
.0412 
.0373 
.0061 
.0757 
.67 
.01 
.32 
.46 
.84 
1184 
1225 
. 1697 
.1000 
,0710 
,0883 
, 061 7 
3.2922* 
. 2652 
,6566 
1 . 1570 
. 1561 
, 1177 
, 1100 
.0297 
.0297 
.121 -1 
.0942 
.0970 
.0343 
. 1148 
.0584 
.0608 
.0329 
.0297 
.4698 
.7991 
.7991 
.2631 
1.1461 
, 3836 
1 ,5641 
.3587 
. o3o3 
. 1006 
2.2984*» 
Note : * Significant at 0.01 level 
•** Significant at 0.05 level 
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Further, analysis revealed that the two variables viz, 
self respect and supervisory relations are the predictors 
of work identification as t=E.8206, and t= 1.9634 c\re 
significant at 0.01 and 0.05 level of confidence. Apart 
from these two varibales the remaining are, including need 
satisfaction, not found to contribute to work 
identification of engineer's enganged in academic 
activities as t-values found to be statistically 
insignificant (label 3.8). 
Table 3.9 presents the effect of independent varibales 
on lATW of the group of engineer teachers. The obtained 
value F=E.43 which is significant at 0.01 level and that 
clearly indicates the potency of independent variables to 
predict lATW (Table 3.9). 
The finding of the Table 3.9 is validated from Table 
3.10 as self respect, a dimension of quality of work life 
emerged as predictor of lATW as its obtained value t=E.2756 
is signficant at 0.05 level but remaining variables found 
to be insignificant for predicting lATW. 
Also SNTW have been found to be influenced by the 
independent varibales as obtained value of F = 2.32 is 
highly significant (Table 3.11)). 
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TABLE 3.7 
Analysis of Variance for the Relression (Engineer Teachers, DV-WI 
Source of 
variation 
df Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
sqau res 
F-Value 
Attributable 18 
to FJ e g r e s s i o n 
2310.39 128.35 2 . 9 9 •»• 
Deviation from 62 
Regression 
2654,66 45.81 
Total 80 4965.06 
»• Significant at 0.01 level 
11 
TABLE 3.8 
M u l t i p l e R e g r e s s i o n A n a l y s i s < E n g i n e e r Teache r s , DV-UII ) 
Va r i ables Value of 
r 
E: c 0 n o m i c Benefit 
P hi y s i c a 1 Working 
<:; o n d i t i o n s 
Mental state 
c.&r aer C; r i e n t a t i o n 
A d v a n c e m e n t on M e r i t 
E f f e c t on P e r s o n a l 
L.,. i f e 
Union Management 
r^. e 1 a t i 0 n 5 
S e l f - R e s p e c t 
S u p e r v i s o r y R e l a t i o n , 
I n t - r a - g r o u p R e l a t i o n 
A p a t l"i y 
C o n f i d e n c e in 
Management 
Meaningful 
l)e ve 1 o pmen t 
Control, Influence 
<% P a r t i c i pat i on 
Employee commitment 
Ciene ra l L i f e 
Sat isfaction 
O r g a n i z a t i o n a l C l i m a t e 
Need S a t i s f a c t i o n 
•189-1 
•1796 
Regression 
cDeficient 
. 1243 
0895 
3526 
2953 
0236 
. 12H0 
.0533 
. 2075 
.2018 
.6318 
Dependent 
Mean 
SD 
Intercept 
Multiple correlation 
Standard Error of Estimate 
1570 
4230 
2657 
03 B3 
0517 
2062 
1362 
1872 
3801 
0375 
1688 
3993 
Wi 
47, 
"/ 
^3, 
6, 
,6079 
1.6247 
. 1684 
. 0267 
. 1231 
.0148 
. 4527 
.0207 
.2040 
.1104 
.2390 
. 1740 
.75 
.87 
,22 
,68 
.54 
Standard 
Error of 
Regression 
.3987 
7062 
t - V a 1 u e 
.3117 
3736 
2180 
3240 
2774 
. 3266 
.2444 
.6406 
. 7275 
.8947 
5570 
5760 
0849 
1279 
5195 
2755 
3056 
1606 
3593 
1685 
1847 
1442 
1.0913 
2.S206* 
1 . 9834-»-* 
.2213 
.2370 
. 0537 
1.4801 
. 1291 
.5677 
,6551 
1 .2940 
1.2066 
Note : •»• Significant at 0.01 level 
•«<•«• Significant at 0.05 level 
TABLE 3.9 
Analysis of Variance for the Regression (Engineer Teachers, DV-IATW 
Sou r ce of 
variation 
df Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
sqau res 
F-Value 
Attributable 18 
to Regression 
Deviation from 6E 
Regression 
Total 80 
602.19 
850.EO 
•145H.39 
33.45 
•13.71 
E.43 * 
* Significant at 0.01 level 
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TABLE 3.10 
Multiple Regression Analysis (Engineer Teachers,DV-IATW) 
Var iables Value of 
r 
Regression 
coeficient 
Standard 
Error of 
RegressioTi 
t-valu e 
Economic Benefit 
P hi y s i c a 1 W o r ^: i n g 
C o n d i t i o n s 
Mental state 
Career Orientation 
Advancement on Merit , 
Effect on Personal 
Life 
Union Management 
Relations 
Self-Respect 
Supervisory Relation 
Intra-group Relation 
Apathy 
("0nf iden ce in 
Management 
Mean i ngfu1 
Deve1opment 
Control, Influence 
& Participation 
Employee commitment 
(jeneral Life 
Sat isfaction 
OrganizationalClimate 
Need Satisfaction 
•1589 
•1653 
0E98 
0200 
338-1 
E599 
0387 
. -1996 
.0878 
.0387 
.0557 
.3787 
1390 
4173 
1970 
0136 
0306 
1910 
1290 
2079 
3768 
0796 
1100 
3741 
mate 
.2792 
.7418 
.0655 
.0304 
. 3 •  ' 2 
.0171 
.2941 
.0371 
-2016 
.0115 
.0613 
.0845 
lATW 
23. 
4, 
3, 
3, 
,91 
.26 
. 17 
,64 
,70 
,2256 
,2114 
1234 
, 1833 
, 1570 
3996 
. 1323 
.9443 
.7121 
.2112 
.3550 
.9475 
3152 
3259 
0480 
0734 
2940 
1559 
1730 
0909 
2033 
0953 
1045 
0816 
.8858 
2.2756*» 
1 .3644 
.4143 
1 .2354 
. 1099 
1.6996 
.4085 
.9916 
.1214 
.5872 
1.0359 
De pendent 
Mean 
BD 
Intercept 
Multiple correlation 
Standard Error of Esti
Note : * Significant at 0.01 level 
*•«• Significant at 0.05 level 
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TABLE 3.-1-1 
Analysis of Variance for the Regression (Engineer Teachers, DV-SiNTW) 
Sourceof df 
variation 
Surn of 
squares 
Mean 
sqau res 
F--Value 
Attributable 18 
10 R e g I- e s B i o n 
I) e V a t i o n f r o m 6 E 
R e g r e s s i o n 
T otal 60 
637,03 
943.87 
•1580.9-1 
35.39 
•15, HE 
S.32 * 
i* Significant at 0.0 1 level 
Q 1 
0 I 
Out of 18 independent, variables only self respect (t 
= E.5705) and sypervisory relations ( t= 2.0313) as 
depicted in Table 3.1E have been found to predict SNTW of 
the group of engineers as obtained valued have been found 
to be statistically significant. On the other hand need 
satisfction as well as remiaining dimesions of quality of 
work life have not been found to be predictors of SNTW. 
In Table 3.13, F-value calculated by the analysis of 
variance for the regression has been given. The obtained 
F=4.98 has been found to be significant at 0.01 level 
which indicates that the independent variables 
significantly influence the dependent one, i.e., work 
identification. But merely this analysis does not indicate 
the predicators, hence, further analysis was undertaken to 
find out the predictgor variables. 
Table 3.14 is an elaboration of Table 3. 13- It is 
evident from Table 3.14 that out of 18 independent 
variables only three variables have been found to be t^ ie 
predictors of work identification for the total sample as 
obtained t-value& H.E547, H.3H0H9, and 4.6777 for physical 
working conditions, mental state, and sypervisory relations 
respectively, are significant. However, need satisfaction 
and remaing dimensions of quality of work life failed to 
emerge as predictors of work identifcation as t-values 
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TABLE 3.12 
Multiple Regression Analysis (Engineer Teachers,DV-SNTW) 
Variables Value of 
r 
Regression 
coeficient 
Standard 
Error of 
Regression 
t-value 
Economic Benefit .1889 
P h i y s i c a l W o r k i n g 
Conditions 
Mental state 
("areer Orientation 
Advancement on Merit 
Effect on Personal 
Life .1599 
Union Management 
Relations 
Self-Respect 
Supervisory Relation 
Intra-group Relation 
Apathy 
Confidence in 
Management ,1823 
Meaningful 
Development .•1-176 
Control, Influence 
<% Par t i c i pat i on 
E m p l o y e e c o m m i t m e n t 
( g e n e r a l L i f e 
S a t i s f a c t i on 
OrganisationalClimate 
Need Satisfaction 
,0944 2377 3973 
•1394 
3009 
2742 
005-1 
.0776 
.0345 
. -1688 
. 146 1 
253 1 
-1449 
3496 
28E0 
08 -1 -1 
-12-1-1 
.3286 
.8829 
. -1028 
. 00 -17 
.2400 
0023 
•1585 
1324 
3 125 
0098 
•1938 
3490 
mate 
.0-164 
.0023 
. -1220 
. -1776 
.0895 
SNTW 
23, 
4, 
9 
3, 
,83 
.44 
.39 
.63 
.90 
2227 
•1300 
•1932 
•1654 
.3484 
.2658 
.8739 
.8832 
,42 11 .6012 
332 1 
3434 
0506 
0773 
3098 
•1643 
•1823 
0957 
2-143 
-1005 
-1 -10 -1 
0860 
2 
2 
•1 
-1 
1 
.9895 
. 5705-»-
,03 13»-»«-
.022-1 
.7749 
.0-142 
.8692 
.17-12 
.0-109 
.2-139 
.6-128 
. 0404 
Dependent 
Mean 
SD 
Intercept 
Mu 111 p 1 e c o r r e 1 a t i c) ft 
Standard Error of E s t i
Note : -K- S i g n i f i c a n t at O.OI level 
** S i g n i f i c a n t at 0.05 level 
o ).3 
TABLE 3.13 
Analysis of Variance for the Regression (Total Sample, DV - WI) 
Source of df 
variation 
Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
sqau res 
F-Value 
Attributable 18 
to Regression 
Deviation from 213 
Regression 
3247.79 
7711.35 
180.43 
36.20 
4.98 * 
Total 231 10959.15 
* Significant at 0.01 level 
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TABLE 3.14 
Multiple Regression Analysis (Total Sample, DV - WI) 
Var iables Value of 
r 
Regression 
coefi cient 
Standard 
Error of 
Regression 
t - V a 1 u e 
E l c o n o m i c B e n e f i t . 1 6 2 8 
Physical Working 
Conditions 
Mental state 
Career Orientation 
ftii van cement on Merit 
Effect on Personal 
Life .2023 
Union Management 
Relations 
Self-Respect 
Supervisory Relation 
Intra-group Relation 
A p a t |-i y 
C o n f i d e n c e in 
Management .2156 
Meaningful 
Development .0947 
Control, Influence 
& Part i c i pat i on 
Employee commitment 
General Life 
E!at i sf ac t i on 
OrganisationalClimate 
Need Satisfaction 
0722 1852 3902 
.2973 
.2568 
.2067 
. 'lO^^ 
.3930 
.2486 
.0558 
.0^93 
,0714 
. 1443 
. 2807 
.2049 
. 0899 
.2031 
. 1892 
.2499 
.1911 
. 0639 
. 2842 
2617 
0442 
.0486 
. 2794 
. 1668 
. 1854 
.0019 
imate 
Ull 
44-
e> 
Z& 
b 
.0280 
. 1654 
.0123 
.0508 
,0783 
,93 
,88 
,51 
.54 
.01 
. 1743 
. 1071 
. 1538 
. "i097 
2.2547»« 
2.3209»* 
.3628 
.44'94 
.2288 .3123 
. 1909 
, 1880 
.0408 
.0542 
.2073 
. 1444 
. 1507 
.0624 
. 1731 
.0854 
.0953 
.0493 
.991 1 
1 .3291 
4.6777-K-
1.1799 
1.3704 
1.8119 
. 2933 
. 44S6 
.9554 
-0.1446 
,5329 
1.5890 
L) e p e n d e n t 
Mean 
SD 
Intercept 
Multiple correlation 
Standard Error of Est
Note Significant at 0.01 level 
Signifi-cant at 0.05 level 
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ranging from 0.1446 to 1.5890 Bre insignificant even at 0-05 
level of confidence. 
Predicting the influence of independent variables on 
lATW-facet of work identification as F-3.83 is significant 
<U 0.01 levelr reveals that predicators of lATW are present 
amongst independent variables (Table 3.15). 
The obtained above result is confirmed from Id^ble 3. 16 
whichi e>;plicitly reveals that two out of 17 dimensions of 
quality of wor^ life have been found to be the predictors of 
lATW-facet of work identification as the obtained t-2.7296, 
and t=3.9/40 for mental state and supervisory relation, 
respectively, are statistically significant. Moreover, need 
oat 1 sfact 1 on and remaining dimensions of quality of worl-
life have failed to contribute to lATW-facet of wor^ 
identification. 
Like above. Table 3.17 also presents F-value calculated 
by using analysis of variance for the regression for 
obtaining the information regarding the predicting 
influence of independent veriables on SNTW-facet of wor^ 
LdentifiC'iTion. It is clear in Tat'lt '< 17 that the obtained 
F=4.37 IS signifjcartL at 0.01 level. This provides 
mformatjoii 1hr-\t the predictors of SNTW-facet of wort 
identification are present among independent variables. 
TABLE 3. -15 
Analysis of Variance for the Regression (Total Sample, DV - lATW) 
Sou r ce of 
V a r 1. a 11 o n 
df Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
sqau res 
F-Value 
Attributable 18 
to Regression 
D e V1 a 11o n from 213 
Regression 
o t a 1 •^3•^ 
824.20 
2541.78 
3365.98 
45.78 
•11 .93 
3.83 » 
•tf Siqnificant at 0.01 level 
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TABLE 3.16 
Multiple Regression Analysis (Total Sample, DV - lATW) 
Vs^r i abl es Value of 
r 
Regression 
coeficient 
S t c:» n d a r d 
E r r o r of 
R e g r e s s i o n 
t - V a 1 u e 
EEconoiTiic B e n e f i t 
P h y s i c a l ^Jor^ : : ing 
(i^onditions 
Mental state 
Career Orientation 
Advancement on Merit 
Effect on Personal 
1.-. i f e 
Union Management 
Relations 
Self-Respect 
SiBu pe r V i s o r y R e l a t i o n 
I n t r a - g r o u p R e l a t i o n 
A p a t h y 
Confidence in 
Management 
Meaningful 
Deve10 pment 
Control, Influence 
& Par t i c i pat i on 
Employee commitment 
(!n e n e r a 1 Life 
Bat isfaction 
OrganizationalClimate 
Need Satisfaction 
•1328 ,0478 •1063 .4499 
2491 
2591 
1549 
0739 
. 1772 
. 1 6 •'•? 
.0329 
. 0138 
1726 
1790 
0605 
,0371 
1494 
2196 
1991 
0821 
1834 
, 1582 
.0337 
. 0932 
.0355 
. 1378 
1383 
,0201 
0664 
2698 
1327 
1262 
0086 
mate 
.0171 
. 1228 
,0144 
. 0017 
.0253 
lATW 
22 
3 
13 
3 
.50 
.88 
.50 
.49 
.45 
1000 
0071 
0883 
0630 
1.7705 
2,3209*-»-
.,3729 
.2197 
1313 .2827 
1096 
1079 
0234 
0311 
1190 
0829 
0865 
0358 
0994 
0490 
0547 
0283 
1 ,4437 
.3129 
3.9740* 
1.1427 
1.1577 
1,6673 
,2324 
,4769 
1 ,2351 
0,2933 
.0313 
.8962 
Dependent 
Mean 
SD 
Intercept 
Multiple correlation 
Standard Error of Esti
Note : * Significant at 0.01 level 
•«•«• Significant at 0.05 level 
<7 8/ 
TABLE 3.17 
Analysis of Variance for the Regression (Total Sample, DV - BNTW> 
you r ce of 
variation 
Total 
df 
attributable 1tt 
to Regression 
Deviation from 213 
Regression 
23 1 
Sum of 
squares 
86 1.27 
233 1.61 
3192,89 
Mean 
sqau res 
47.84 
10.94 
F-Value 
4.37 » 
!>• Si qnif leant at 0.01 level 
Q q 
TABLE 3.-18 
Multiple Regression Analysis (Total Sample, DV - SNTW) 
Wari ables Va1u e o f 
r 
Regression 
coeficient 
Standard 
Error of 
Regression 
t - V a 1 u B 
E c o n o m i c B e n e f i t . 1 6 5 3 
P h y s i c a l W o r ^: i n g 
C o n d i t i o n s 
M e n t a l s t a t e 
Career Crientation 
Advancement on Merit 
Effect on Personal 
Life .1975 
Union Management 
Relations 
Self-Respect 
Supervisory Relation 
Intra-group Relation 
Apathy 
Confidence in 
Management .2157 
Meaningful 
Development .-1134 
Control, Influence 
& Par t i c i pat i on 
Employee commitment 
Caeneral Life 
Sat isfaction 
OrganisationalClimate 
Need Satisfaction 
0E44 
2950 
2097 
2239 
•1270 
.2158 
.0807 
.0228 
.0354 
,0343 
1140 
2946 
1751 
0822 
1879 
.0309 
.2161 
.0979 
.0283 
. 1463 
1234 
.0241 
Dependent 
Mean 
SD 
Intercept 
Multiple correlation 
Standard Error of Estimate 
0219 
2406 
1727 
2139 
0124 
' 
.0451 
.0426 
.OOPO 
. 052i'..> 
.0529 
SNTW 
2a 
3 
15 
3 
.43 
,71 
.002 
.51 
.30 
1018 
1258 
0829 
,2399 
0958 
0589 
0845 
0603 
2.2517«* 
1.3707 
.2704 
.5879 
2728 
1050 
1033 
0224 
0298 
1140 
0794 
.2951 
2.0904 
4.3576* 
,9527 
1.2833 
1.5543 
,2907 
0343 
0952 
0470 
0524 
0271 
1,3141 
.4478 
.0432 
1.0019 
1 ,9541 
Note : * Significant at 0.01 level 
*# Significant at 0.05 level 
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It is clear from Table 3, 18 that SNTW-facet of work 
identification has been found to have its predictors like 
physical working conditions and supervisory relation as the 
obtained values, t=H.25'17 and t==4.3576, respectively, ei.re 
significant. It is no need, now to mention time and again 
that variables found to be insignificant are not the 
predictors of SNTW-facet of work identification of the total 
sample of engineers. 
ohMr I cn - IV 
CHAPTER - IV 
DISCUSSION 
The present chapter is devoted for discussion and 
inte?r pretat i on of the obtained results mentioned in 
the preceding chapter. 
Since this study was conducted on engineers 
working in a thermal power plant, and ingineers engaged 
in teaching activities in an academic institution, the 
discussion of results will follow the two grotips 
separately and, at last, the two goups combined into 
one. Hence, the discussion will fall under three 
sections! 
1 . Engineers engaged in working in a thermal power 
plant. 
2. Engineers engaged in teaching and research 
activities in an academic institution. 
3. Overall sample, comprising both the above two 
sub-samples. 
In accordance with the afore-mentioned section, 
discussion of the findings follows: 
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Group of Engineers - Working in Thermal Power Plant 
A look over the Tables 3.1 8, 3.E reveals that 
only physical working conditions out of 17 dimensions 
of quality of work life, and need satisfaction, the 
other variable, emerged as predictors of work 
identification for this group of engineers. Therefore 
null hypotheses pertaining to these variables stand 
rejected. And rest of the variables confirm the null 
hypotheses. 
It is amply clear that work identification of the 
group of engineers is predicted by physical work; in g 
conditions and need satisfaction. 
The author of the present investigation considers 
physical working conditions important for such group of 
engineers engaged in revices of public utility like 
electricitty production. Physical working conditions 
together with need satisfaction (comprises five need 
categories viz, security, social, esteem, autonomy, and 
self actualization) makes the result more logical and 
meaningful as both seem to be highly interrelated to 
eachother. Engineer working in electricity generating 
plant are alwasys in risky situations, hence, security 
need for such engineers is of foremost importance and 
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will influence thier worl-' identification- Similarly, 
autonomy at work gives freedom to employees to decide 
their course of action for handling and performing 
other duties. So, such group of engineers demends 
better working conditions alongwith higher job security 
and greater autonomy at wort. Such needs come into 
force when thie jobs are chiallenging or involve greater 
ris>. In the case of the present group of engineers 
both of the conditions are dagged with. Therefore , 
for effective work performance, which is generally an 
outcome of greater identification with the wort , the 
satisf•.^  Lion of the security as well as autonomy needs 
<beems to be important prerequisite. 
It hi as been mentioned in Chapter-I that a very few 
studies on wort identification are available but none 
has been found related to the study of quality of wort 
life and need satisfaction. So, the findings of the 
present investigation cannot be proved or disproved in 
the light of the previous studies. But, eventhen it is 
important to mention the contention of Saiyadam ( 1977) 
who has pointed out the importance of quality of work 
life in India. According to him, Indian lagislations 
have put emphasis on job security and economic growth 
of the employees. It is implicit in thie above 
de'i f r 1 pt 1 on that jnfi -ieruriTy for belter quality of 
9 1 
work life leading to enhanced wort identification and 
subsequently effective work performance, is highly 
'•>! gni f 1 cant. Hence, the Sajyadain contention partially 
supports our findings related to electricity generating 
plant engineers where need satisfaction has emerged as 
predictor of their wort identification. 
The study of Marsh & Mannari (1977) also supports 
autonomy need as determiner of identification. 
It 15 to point out here that whatever literature 
IS available justifies the role of security need (one 
of the dimensions of need satisfaction) as predictor of 
work identification, but none of the studies pin-points 
the relevance of physical working conditions for 
contributing to work identification. However, the 
findings, physical worting conditions and need 
satisfaction as predictors of wort identification for 
the group of electricity generating plant engineers, 
must be given importance to enhance their wort 
identification that can subsequently lead to an 
effective wort performance. 
Having discussed the predictors of wort 
identification, we will now discuss the lATUI-facet of 
wort identification for the same group of engineer'^. 
S5 
Table 3,3 confirms thai lATW-facet is being 
predicted by some variable whiich can be seen in Table 
;:^.4. This table shows that physical working conditions 
and mf'ilal state have emerged as predictors of lATW-
facet. 
Tl-ie fin din I") s seem to be very pertinent as 
importance given to work is a highly subjective 
perception which depends upon the past and present 
e;;periences of an individual. Perception of worl-
importance is a byproduct of the development of wort^-
values which are inculcated specially during the course 
of adult socialization. When positive wor^-values 
are developed they give rise to the development of wor^ 
importance depending upon work experiences. Worl^  
e>!periences definately are determined by physical 
working conditions and mental state of the job 
incumbents. Physical working conditions and mental 
•state are interrelated to eachother and are 
determinants of quality of work life as well. Mental 
state IS formed inthe context of general environment 
at macro level and physical working conditions at micro 
level. Good physical working conditions are highily 
conducive for developing good mental state which is 
free from depression at wort . The two interrelated 
variables either independently or in-conjunclion with 
eachother are most likely to contribute and enhance 
lATW-facet of work identification. 
Also the other facet of work identification, i.e. 
SNTW, has been studied. Itis evident from Table 3.5 
that there exist the predictors to this facet of work 
identification. Table 3.6 clearly emphasises physical 
working conditions and need satisfaction to be 
predictors of SNTW-facet of work identification. The 
findings related to this facet Are similar to the 
findings already discussed in the case of work 
identification of the same group of engineers. 
The type of results obtained stand valid when we 
visualise the situations in which either work 
identification or SNTW-facet is influenced by physical 
working conditions and need satifaction. The 
Justification given earlier in the case of worl-:: 
identification given earlier in the case of work 
identification stands valid to justify the findings 
here, too. But, in addition, it is to point out that 
the gratification of various dimensions of need 
satisfaction as well as satisfaction of physical 
working conditions will definately enhance SNTW-facet 
because it is an important facet of work 
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identification. Moreover, the present investigator 
feels that if inter-correlations among physical working 
conditions, need satisfaction, and SNTW-facet of work 
identification are found out then all the three would 
be positively interrelated. Hence, to the present 
investigator the obtained findings seem to be obvious. 
Group of Engineers - Engaged in Teaching & Research in 
an Academic Institution. 
Work identification also of engineer teachers, 
like electricity generating plant engineers, is found 
to be predicted by some of the variables as depicted in 
Table 3.7. Table 3.8 pin points the predictors of 
work identification. They are self-respect and 
supervisory relations. 
The results obtained in thie case of the engineer 
teachers seem to be quite significant because teachers 
have cravings for self-respect. Teacher-taught 
relationship is of greate importance as far as smooth 
functioning of the academic, institution is concerned. 
In our social—cu1tural millieu a teacher is considered 
an ideal person who is taken as model for students as 
well as community people. A teacher is traditionally 
respected by each and everyone but overall changes in 
social values have lowered the respiect for teachiers. 
b b 
The present day world is highly materialistic where 
generally money or income determines one's status and 
respect in the society in which he interacts. However, 
teachers are generally not well-off financially, so 
craving for self-respect acquires greater importance 
for teachers, for that it has emerged as a predictor of 
their work, identification. 
Similarly, another variable viz, supervisory 
relations, has been found to be predictor of engineer 
teachers' work identification. Since in acadamic 
institution promotional opportunities ore non-existent, 
a rerely created avenue induces competition among 
teachers in quest of achieving promotion. This comes 
to an end by a role played by the supervisor (or head 
of the department). However, this creates unhealthy 
supervisory relations which may lower work 
identification, but conducive and healthy supervisory 
relations is found to be a good positive predictor of 
work identification for this group of engineer. 
It is important to mention at this function that 
good supervisor-subordinate relations reciprocate 
respect for each other. Thus, self-respect and 
supervisory relations seem to be interrelated because 
supervisory relations may influence the self-respect. 
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However, supervisory relations and self-respecet have 
emerged has important predictors of work identification 
of engineering tachiers. 
As we have already discussedi the two facets-IATW 
& SNTW of work identification in the case of thermal 
power plant engineers, the same pattern will be adopted 
here, too. Table 3.7 refers to the various variables as 
predictors of lATW-facet of work identification of 
engineer teachers. And the results are more explicitly 
revealed in Table 3.10 which indicates self-respect as 
the only predictor of lATW-facet of work identification 
of engineer tee^chiers. 
Here, self-respect as predictor of lATW-facet 
seems to be relevant because teachers give more 
importance to their profession which brings self-
respect to them - an intrinsic factor of job motivation 
and satisfaction. A threat to self-respect of engineer 
teachers is most likely to shaken lATW-facet. So, self-
respect is found to be a predictor of lATW-facet of 
work identification. 
T hi e T able 3.12 has come up w i t hi s e 1 f - r e s (• e c t and 
supervisory relations as the predictors of SNTW-facet 
of work identification of the engineer teachers. It can 
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be recalled that the same result had already been 
reported in the case of work identificaiton of the same 
group of engineer teachers. The interpretations of the 
results here stand valid which have already been given 
in the light of the findings reported in Tables 3.7 and 
3.8. However, in addition to the interpretions already 
given, it is to point out that teachers always have 
cravings for social (supervisory relations), and esteem 
(self-respect) needs that st-m to have synonimity with 
SNTW-facet in work cotewt. Hence, Self respect has 
emerged here as sole predictor of SNTW-facet. 
Total Sample of Engineers Irrespective of Their Nature 
of Task. 
In the preceding discussion the two groups of 
engineers (power plant engineers and engineer teachers) 
were taken separately but the present discussion of 
results will be based on the total sample comprising 
both the groups. Table 3.13 depicted significant 
predictive effects of independent variables on overall 
work identification. And the findings in "(at'le 3.14 
indicate there variables predicting work identification 
of total sample of engineers. The three predictors are 
physical working conditions, mental state, and 
supervisory relations. 
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It is generally found that engineers have cravings 
for better physical working conditions and cordial 
supervisory relations. However, these two keep them in 
a sound mental state. These three variables ~ physical 
working conditions, supervisory relations, and mental 
state - make them satisfied with their job and 
subsequently their work identification is influenced. 
The above results have emerged with the predictive 
effects of some of the independent variables on worf-: 
identification. E(ut when the two groups of engineers 
were taken up separetely, physical working conditions 
and need satisfaction were found to be the predictors 
of work identification of the plant engineers whereas 
supervisory relations and self-respect as predictors of 
engineer tachers' work identificaiton. Here, it is 
partinent to mention that the physical working 
conditions for plant engineers and supervisory 
relations (relationship with head of the department, 
dean, v.c., etc) for engineer teachers, are found to be 
the most important predictors of their work 
identification. So far the mental state is concerned, 
it is important for everyone because effective work 
performance and happy living certainly depend upon 
one's mental state. However, meantal state is found to 
I U J 
be a general predictor of work identification. Its 
general predictability was absent when the two groups 
of engineers were analysed separtely. 
If we have a look on Table 3.15 then we will find 
that lATW-facet of work identification for the total 
group of engineers is being influenced by independent 
variables. And Table 3.16 reveals mental state and 
supervisory relations as the predictors of lATW-facet. 
We can say, here, that importance of work is specially 
a function of interpersonal relationship at work - a 
most important social need. And the development of the 
kind of mental state is the aftereffect of 
interpersonal relationship (supervisory relations) 
which also influences the e>;tent of employees' 
perceived lATW in the work situation. Therefore, 
supervisory relationship and mental state have been 
found as predictors of lATW - facet of work 
identification for the group of total engineers. 
The findings depicted in Tables 3.17 and 3.18 
clearly indicate that physical working conditions and 
supervisory relatioTis have emerged as the piredictors of 
SNTW-facet of work identificaiton for the group of 
total engineers. The above same variables were found as 
predictors of SNTW -- facet when the two groups of 
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engineers were analysed seperately. Physical working 
conditions predicted SNTW -facet of work identification 
for the group of plant engineers, whereas supervisory 
relations predicted SNTW-facet of work identification 
for the group of engineer teachers. 
The explanations related with these two predictors 
(physical working conditions and supervisory relations) 
remain the same for the group of total engineers as 
given earlier. 
uHAPTER - V 
CHAPTER - V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
rhe last- two chapters, the III & IV, have given 
description and interpretations of the results, 
respectively. In the light of the findings, the present 
chapter is intended to draw conclusions. 
In the case of HTPP engineeres physical working 
conditions and need satisfaction have emerged as 
predictors of work indentification, whereas physical 
working conditions and mental state have been found to 
be predictors of lATW-facet of work identification, and 
RNTW-facets has been found to be predicted by physical 
working conditions and need satisfaction. These 
findings are highighted in Table 3,1 to 3.6 (Chapter 
III). 
It is pertinent here to pin-point the fact that 
for the group of HTPP engineers physical working 
conditions has been found to be the common predictor of 
work: identification and its two facets. TTi e result'? 
!- i g n i f y the importance of p hi y s i c a 1 work: i n g condition 
for the development of empolyees identification wit hi 
the work, for the enhancement of work importance, and 
IDS 
for the experience of greater need satisfaction through 
work. 
Coming to the second group of engineers engaged in 
teaching and research activities at Z.H. College of 
F-"ng3 neer ing * Technology in A.M.U., Aligarh, self-
respect and supervisory relations have corrie up as 
predictors of work identification, whiereas only self-
respect has been found to predict lATW-facet, and again 
self-respect and supervisory relations have occured to 
be predictors of SNTW-facet of work identification. 
The conclusions are obvious in Tables 3.7 to 3. IE 
(Chapter 111). 
With regard to the two groups of engineers the 
above conclusion was drawn mentioning some common 
predictors of the criterian. Also with regard to the 
total sample of engineers some common predictors arB 
found whiich are evident in Tables 3.13 to 3.18 (Chapitei-
III) . 
For the total sample of engineers physical working 
conditions, mental sate and lupervisory relations have 
emerged as predictors of work identification. And 
mental state and supervisory relations Sir e found to be 
predictors of lATW-facet. Morever, physical working 
1 ( • • •,., 
cnnditinn? and sn pie rv i so r y relations have emerged as 
predictors of SNTW-facet of work identification. It can 
he pointed out here that supervisory relations is a 
common predictor of work identification and its two 
facets. Physical working conditions is a common 
predictor of work identification and its SNTW-facet, 
whereas mental state has been found to be a common 
predictor of work identification and its lATW-facet. 
The investigator of t-t"ie present study would 1 i t::e 
to stress upon the problem significance of physical 
working conditions, metal state, supervisory relations, 
self-respect, and need satisfaction to the development 
of identification with the wort:: as well as wi thi the 
0r gani:;at i on - This influences thie level of work: 
pe rforman re . 
We have taken need satisfaction as a separate 
measure but, now, it is felt that it must be combined 
with the various determinants of quality of work life 
because satisfiction of needs as work or outside the 
work enviornment is the best measure of quality of 
work life. 
It is suggested that, in view of the above 
conclusions, further researches must explore the 
111 o d p r a 11 n q e f f e c t s of wort:: identification on t h e 
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relationship of quality of work life and work 
performance. This will signify the role of work 
identification in sitrength*?ning the bond between 
quality of work life and work performance. 
Now, we can conclude the findings of the study by 
saying that if organizations are redsigned in the light 
of the results obtained then t hi ere is greater 
possibility of the effective utilization of human 
resources. Indeed, this can bring poltential economic 
growth and overall development to the organization and, 
to say, to t hi e country as a w hi o 1 e . 
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APPENDICES 
APENDIX - I 
Given ahead are some staltements and questions 
about certain characteristics related to your work and 
working conditions. Please assign weightage to these 
:i n terms of how much of these arre present in your 
employment. On the right side of each item you would 
find a s r a]e which would describe your views and 
feelings in terms of numerical values. The scale is 
from 1 to 7. ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO RATE ON SEVEN 
POINT SCALE ON A CONTINUUM FROM MINIMUM 1 TO MAXIMUM 7. 
THE NUMBER 4 STANDS FOR AVFRAGE. 
Example : 
(A) Poor performance decreases 1 2 3 4 <5) 6 7 
chances of reecognition. 
(B) To what e>;ttent does company 1 ? (3) 4 5 6 7 
environment suit you. 
.)'f you feel that in case of (A) you agree to the 
extent of 5, encircle it as shown in the scale. Again, 
if you feel that in case of (B) it suits you only to 
extent of 3, encricle it. 
1. "My work dives me a feeling of 
achievement -12 3 4 5 6 7 
P.. " J n decisions regarding 
selection of people for jobs, 
iTi yviewsarealsoheard". 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 
! 22 
3. How satisfactory are your 
family relations "^  1 £ 3 4 5 6 / 
4. To what extent are the 
worJ'ing conditions such as 
plant maintenance, sufficienf 1 ? 3 4 5 6 7 
5. "Sudden leave or breal-- m wort 
mat-es me feel relieved and 
happy". 1 2 3 4 ^ 6 / 
^. "I am satisfied with the 
fairness of promotion 
prored\ire m my company". 1 H 3 4 "=> 6 7 
7. To what extent are- you 
satisfied with the working of 
the union m your company "^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 ^ 
8. How much does your supervisor 
encourage people to give 
thier best effort ^ 1 E 3 4 5 6 7 
9. How much do persons in your 
work group to work as a team ^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
10. "I have opportunities to use 
my special skills and 
abilities in my job". 1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
11. In case of emergencies and 
difficulties howmuch influence 
do yoii e;;ercise in getting a 
w a y o u t - ? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1?. "J thinl- 0+ myself as part of 
the company team". 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
13. How much arp you satisfied 
with respect to you and your 
f am] ly' s f oodings "^  1 2 3 4 5 o 7 
14. To what e;;tent are wort 
artivit]e<- sen-^ibly organised 
in this company "^  1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
15. To what extent do the "savings 
plan" facilities present in 
your prnplnyment -satisfy ynu ^ 1 P 3 4 5 /> ' 
21 
li'-i. "The mc^nageniwnt does not fail 
to appreciate the importance 
(>f my wo r I- " . 1 e 3 4 5 6 / 
17 . "Th e managerrjent ta^••e5 due c a r e 
o f my d i g n i t y as an 
i n d i v i d u a l " . 1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
"My supervisor gets along well 
with people". 1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
19. To wha t e x t e n t do you t h i n l -
y o u r s u p e r v i s o r has c o n f i d e n c e 
<"ind t r u s t m you ^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
20. To what e;;tent does the 
company have a real interest 
in the welfare and happiness 
(^f Those who worl- here '•' 1 E 3 4 5 6 7 
21. "My company offers me 
education and training to l-eep 
me in touch with my field and 
od hette r", 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
22. "I give of my best efforts as 
part of contributions to the 
company products". 1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
FS. To what e;!tent do things about 
worl-'ing here (people policies, 
or conditions) encourage you 
to wo r ^  hard "^  1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
/^4 • How much are you satisfied 
with the "retirement plans" of 
your company ^ 
25. "The management appreciates my 
sl-'il3s, aha li ties, and 
performances"-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
'c-^b. "My social relations are 
satisfactory". 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
P7. "My job has given me a feeling 
of status in society". 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 'M 
If Urn. \ 
?8. To what e;;tent does your 
supervisor show you how ^o i rn 
o'^er your performances. 
E9. "My fellow workers ^re very 
coope rat 1ve". 
30. "My company gives me an 
opportunity to feel part of 
the management". 
r^  1 . In general, how much sayy or 
influenmce do you have on how 
to perform your job ^ 
32. How much influence do you hold 
in settling differences and 
guarrels in your company '^  
;<3. How much are you satisfied 
with clothes, dresses and 
(ither such wears "^ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
34. How far are you satisfied with 
your land and property 
pos111 on. 
;-<5. Does your company's "overtime" 
payments satisfy you "^ 
:<b. "I devote myself to the job". 
37. "My company offers enough 
opportunities to change job 
within the company". 
'J&. To what e;;tent does the 
management recognizes and pays 
attentions to your unions 
actions "^ 
:<9. "My job has enough prestige 
within the company". 
40. To what extent does your 
supervisor provide the help 
you need so that you can 
schedule work ahead of time "^  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
. C ^1 
41. To what extent do persons in 
your worV group shiow you how 
to do a better job "^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4E. To what extent does the 
company mat e en effort to help 
employees get and maintain 
• lood income "^  1 H 3 4 5 6 7 
43, In general, how much say or 
influence do you have on what 
goes on in your work group '^ 
44, To what extent do you have a 
say in termination of jobs of 
people in your wor^ place "^ 
45, How much are you satisfied 
with your place or 
residence/housing facilities '^ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 / 
46. To what extent &re you 
satisfied wit hi educational 
facjlities available for your 
fami 1 y "^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
47. To what e;;tent are you told 
what you need to inow to do 
your job in the best possible 
way '^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 8 . To w h a t e x t e n t do you f e e l a 
r e a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y t o a c h i i e v o 
t h e s u r r p s s o f t h e company '•' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4*^ . fo what extent do you have 
control in deriding to change 
the method of your wort ^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
'->0. "T mate use o f t h e company 
spon<- o r ed t r a i n i n g f o r my 
l o b " . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 1 . When you t a U w i t h p e r s o n s i n 
y o u r worl- g r o u p , t o w h a t 
e x t e n t do t h e y pay a t t e n t i o n 
t o wha t you a r e s a y i n g ^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
fip. "My ? u p p r v i & o r a l w a y s m a k e s 
h i s e> ;pe r c t a t 1 o n s c l e a r " . 
12b 
1 H 3 4 5 6 7 
!!S3. "My colleagues treat me with 
due respect". 
•=^ 4. "My contacts W] th .(Mlow 
wor^ers outside wor^ is good". 
1 ? '3 4 5 6 
1 3 3 4 5 6 /• 
•"^ 5. "The management is fair enoutgh 
in giving rewards of merit to 
1ndiViduals". 1 8 3 4 ^ 6 7 
56. "There is very little in my 
job to ^ ee p me int e r s ted". 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 7. "Thinking of going to the job 
makes me feel sick". 1 2 3 4 5 6 V 
5 8 . " I am s u f f i c i e n t l y p a i d f o r 
t h e worl- I d o " . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
59. To what extent is the "sick 
leave policy" or "medical 
leave" facilities sufficient 
in your employment "^  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
60. "I feel incompetent for the 
J nh I am doing". 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
61. "My company takes care of my 
future carrBr plans". 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
62. "My supervisor is good at 
palnninq and scheduling of 
wor^ " . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
/'S. To what e;;tent does your 
supervisor offer new ideas for 
'-olvmg job related problems "^  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
64. To what e;;tent do persons m 
your wor^ group provide the 
hflp you need so that you can 
plan, organise and schedule 
work ahead of time "? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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hf^. "My supervisor arcepits my 
ideas and suggestions". 
hb. To what, e;;tent do you 
influence decisions regarding 
promotions "^  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 E 3 4 5 6 7 
(S7. How satisfactory is your 
financial condition "^ (Money) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
66. To what extent does this 
organisation have a real 
interest in the welfare and 
happiness of those who worl-
h e r f» 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
69. How adequate for your needs is 
the amount of information you 
net about what is going on in 
other departments and shifts "^ 
70. To what oitent do you 
influence decisions regarding 
pay, bonus etc. "^ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
71. "Doing my job well, I get a 
feeling or satisfaction". 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
72. How friendly and easy to 
approach B.re persons in your 
work group ^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
7 3 . "My s u p e r v i s o r has enough 
t n o w l o d g e a b o u t t h e wor t ' and 
j o b " . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
74. "I get recognition for 
good work I do here". 
75. To what e;;tent does 
company's medical 
cailities setisfy you "^  
t h e 
t h e 
a i d 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
7 6 . To what e ; ; t e n t do you e n j o y 
p e r f o r m i n g t h e a c t u a l day t o 
i l a y a c t i v i t i e s t h a t mate up 
y o u r j o b "> 1 2 3 4 5 6 / 
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77. "Promotion from within the 
company is adequately handled 
by the management". 1 2 3 
78. To what extent does your 
supervisor encourage persons 
who work for him to work as a 
team ? 1 2 3 
79. To what extent do persons in 
your work group offer each 
other new ideas for solving 
jobrelated problems. 1 2 3 
80. "I have a say in deciding how 
to schedule my work". 1 2 3 
81. How much this organisation 
tries to improve work:ing 
conditions? 1 2 3 
82. To what extent does this 
organisation have clear-cut 
reasonable goals and 
objectives ? 1 2 3 
83. To what extent do persons in 
your work group exchange 
opinions and ideas ? 1 2 3 
84. To what extent does your 
supervisor encouarge people 
who work for him to exchange 
opinions and ideas ? 1 2 3 
85. How much do persons in your 
work group emphasize a team 
goal ? 1 2 3 
PLEASE RECHECK THAT YOU HAVE 
ANSWERED ALL ITEMS, THANK YOU VERY 
MUCH. 
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APPENDIX - 11 
Secti on ~ A 
15 job items have been listed below and you have 
to evaluate each aspect on a 5~point scale. Here, you 
requested to indicate the extent to which eachi aspect 
'IS PRESENT' in your job. Assign 5 to the job aspect 
which is present in maximum degree and 1 to the aspect 
which is present in minimum degree in your job. So 
please rate each item on a 5—point scale ranging from 
maximum 5 to mini mum 1. 
•1 The opportunity for personal-
growth and Development. ( ) 
2 The pay for my job. ( ) 
3 The prestige of rny j ohi in the 
De partment. ( ) 
4 The opportunity in my job for 
participating in setting of goals. < ) 
5 The feeling of worth-while 
accomplishment in my job. ( ) 
6 The o p pi or t unity in my job for 
participating in determination of 
method and procedures. ( ) 
1 in 
•• -J J 
7 The . feeling of self fulfilment a 
person gets from being in myjob. ( ) 
8 The prestige of my job outside the 
department. < ) 
9 T h e f e e l i n g s o f s e c u r t y i n m y j o b < ) 
10 The opportunity in my job to help 
other people. ( ) 
11 The opportunity for independent 
throught and action inmy job. ( ) 
12 The opportunity to develop close 
friendship in my job. < ) 
13 The feeling of being-in-the-know 
in my job. ( ) 
14 The authority connected with my 
job. ( ) 
15 The feeling of self esteem a 
person gets from being in myjob. ( ) 
SECTION-B 
The same 15 job aspects have been listed below and 
you ^re again requested to evaluate each aspect on a 5-
point scale. You are requested to indicated the extent 
to which each aspect "SHOULD BE THERE'. Assign 5 to the 
11 
job aspiects which have maximum need value, 4 to ttie 
aspects which have relatively less need value and 
accordingly assign 3, H and 1 to each item. 
•1 The opportunity for personal-
growth and deve1oppment. ( ) 
2. The pay for my job. ( ) 
'3 The firestige of my job in the 
De par tment. ( ) 
4 The o p p o r t u n i t y in my j o b for 
p a r t i c i p a t i n g in s e t t i n g of g o a l s . < ) 
5 The feeling of worth-while 
accomplishment in my job. ( ) 
6) The opportunity in rri y job for 
participating in determination of 
method and procedures. ( ) 
7 The feeling of self fulfilment a 
person gets from being in my job. ( ) 
8 The prestige of my job outside the 
Department. ( ) 
9 The f e e l i n g s of s e c u r i t y in m y j o b - ( ) 
10 T h e o p p o r t u n i t y i n m y j o b t o h e l p ,( ) 
o t h e r p e o p 1 e . ( ) 
•11 The opportunity for independent 
t h r o u g h t a n d a c t i o n i n m y j o b , ( ) 
•1S Thie opportunity to develop close 
friendship in my job. < ) 
13 The f eef1ing of be ing-in-1he-know 
i n m y j o b. ( ) 
14 The authority connected with my 
job. ( ) 
•15 Thie feeling of self-esteem a 
person gets from being in my job. ( ) 
PLEASE RECHEK THAT YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL ITEMS, THANK 
YOU VERY MUCH. 
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APPENDIX - III 
Please read carefully each and every statement below. 
Against eachi statement you fiave been provided a brachet 
in which you have to give your response according to 
the degree of your a g r e e rri e n t / d i s a g r e e m e n t . Assign 5 to 
the statement to which you are highly agreed and 1 to 
the s t a t e m e d f n t to which you hi a v e h i g hi d i s a g r- e e rri e n t . 
And accordingly you may assign 4 or 3 or 2, too. 
I 1 would always cherish what I am 
d o i n g . ( ) 
E R e a l p 1 e a s u r e , i f t hi e r e i s 
a n y t h i n q 1 i :^: e i t c: oITI e s oi) 1 y 
l h r o (.1 g hi in y w o r k . ( ) 
3 hy work can get me the recognition 
I want. ( ) 
4 Most of my important needs can be 
satisfied through my wo r k. ( ) 
-i I have tremendous attraction for 
iTi y w o r k ( ) 
6 I feel I am a person w hi o hi a s got 
t hi e Mlo s t appropriate wo r k: for 
h i m s e 1 f t o d o . ( > 
U4 
7 1 attach utmost importance to my 
work ( ) 
8 M y w 0 r k i s t h e m o s t p l e a s a n t t h i n g 
f o r m e i n t hi e W o r l d , ( ) 
9 I f e e l t h a t my l i f e i s on t h e 
r i g h t t r a c k i n t h i 5 w o r k . ( ) 
10 My work and I are the right match. < ) 
ri What I am is not different from my 
work. < ) 
12 I can achieve the things that I 
consider important in my life 
t h r o u g h m y w o r k:. ( ) 
PLEASE RECHECK THAT YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL ITEMS, THANK 
YOU VERY MUCH. 
